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CAVING GEAR - HABIT , ADDICTION OR NECESSITY ? 

Ben Lyon 

ABSTRAct 

The technical aspects of vertical cavinq are becoming increasingly sophisticated. This 
poper attempts to explore the relationship between the caver and his tools. 

Having already torn up four drafts of this paper because the subject matter 
had become too obtuse for even the author to follow, this fifth attempt must 
positively be the last, though I am acutely conscious that it is far from 
perfect . unfortunately , the subject has inexorably drifted into areas I had 
sought not to touch , and in so doing ended up as a bad case of verbal diarrhoea , 
which in simple terms means that a self-evident proposition is examined until 
it becomes too complicated for anyone to understand any more. Well , lets 
start with the simple proposition that a caver haS to add certain Skills to 
the intrinsic properties and capabilities of his gear . It does not operate 
itself , 

Let US look at the caver ' s relationship with his equipment . This can be 
split into three components, which I will term passive , caring, and dynamic. 
The pure passive relationship exists when an item of gear is bought and used 
without any additional input from the user. A helmet or sit - harness might fall 
into this category . However , few of the caver ' S toolS fall into the totally 
passive category - all but the most feckless inject some element of caring into 
virtually every item of their gear. However. there is a trend in the modern 
world to try to reduce one ' s relationship with artifacts to a totally passive 
one - doors open at one ' s approach, no need to open windows to control 
temperature , etc . The list is endless , and the frightening thing is that 
this passive reliance on a robot world is seen as progress .... . 

Well at least we still have to care for our gear . Typical of a caring/ 
passive relationShip is the caver and his electric lamp . Before the trip he 
has to see that it is charged, the bulbs work , etc ., i . e . he has to care for it. 
Underground it is expected to perform without further Skill or work . If we 
move to a carbide lamp however. the relationShip haS a very definite dynamic 
element to it . The lamp demands fills of water, adjustment of drip. refilling, 
disposal of waste. clearing blocked jets. etc. 1£ the user haS the right 
skills . the lamp will probably perform well. and the user will like it. If not, 
it won ' t work properly and he ' ll hate the bloody thing. We can see here two 
divergent aspects of the dynamic relationship with gear. If the user has the 
right skills for a harmonious symbiosis he will enjoy using the equipment. and 
gain positive satisfaction from overcoming the difficulties associated with it. 
However, the pure gear freak will look at the tool on isolation , and decide 
that its use could be Simplified . so that less skill is needed to use it. 
This makes the next generation of equipment uSable by less skilled people , and 
reduced the exhilaration of mastering it. The passive relationship draws 
nearer .•.. 

The reason I agreed to write this paper was a worry that gear was being 
examined in isolation, by the NCA Equipment committee and others , and a feeling 
I have that it is very important to link equipment and its intended use very 
carefully together before pronouncing on its suitability . Take ropes , for 
instance : because of the possibility of abrasion it is safer to use a thicker 
rather than a thinner rope . General considerations of loss of strength in 
knots by wear and ageing lead towards a requirement of a minimum breaking load 
of 2 tons. These and other factors end up suggesting that a standard caving 
rope shOUld have a diameter of 10 . 5 to 11 mm , This is all very sensible , but 
if a very small team are to do a deep ' pUShing trip' on an expedition , the 
weight of such rope might make progreSS impossible . In these circumstances an 
8mm1l ton rope may be desirable. Its use will require new skills - not a 
whisper of abrasion and coping with far more than the optimum 'bounce' for 
instance, but if the cavers concerned have the right Skills they can compensate 
for potential deficiencies in the gear itself . 

This is far safer than inexperienced cavers buying recommended gear -
pe r haps endorsed by some big name - and assuming that they are also buying the 
Sk i l l s to use it . I n fact there is a lot to be Said for the idea that British 
caver s are so good because their gear and teChniques are so atrocious that 
they have to get used to coping with crises almost as a matter of course . 
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The well-equipped caver with a set of gear he knows how to use - but nothing 

else - will be stuck if he loses a vital part of his system , whereas someone 

who can cope with something less than a proper system in the first place will 

probably adapt. 
What all this points towards I am far from certain , so I will proceed by 

taking a series of independent points . Firstly , equipment testin g ! an item 

of gear will have specific properties and functions. There can be no argument 

but that it is good to know what these are . If it is a rope its construct ion , 

size . material . abrasion resistance. elasticity etc ., can and should be tested . 

Likewise an ascender or descender has certain physical parameters that can be 

checked . The tricky part is in selecting the right parameters to test , and 

having tested , to decide how important they are . Importance will tend to be 

ascribed to properties which are significant in the context of techniques 

known to the tester. Thus handles are essential for the classical ' Jumaring ' 

technique, the Clog ascender boasts a fail-safe method of locking the r ope 

into the jammer . and a certain sort of American rope is so stiff it is magic 

to ascend . For someone wanting to haul themselves up a rope, with no chance 

of the secondary ascender accidentally unclipping itself from the rope , and 

no chance of the rope riding up with the bottom ascender the combination may 

be considered perfect . However , for other techniques the Jumar handle may be 

unnecessary, the fail-safe Clog may make changeover manoeuvres positively 

dangerous, and the rope in question is so stiff there is no way it can be 

stuffed into a r ope- bag. 
I met this problem of tester biaS myself some years ago when Sam Heath 

asked us to test his wire-walking system . The whole concept was so different 

to rope Climbing techniques that it was almost impossible to remove tester-bias , 

Instead of aiming for abrasion - free hangs obtained by rebelaying . it waS 

necessary to avoid all kinking or knotting of the wire , wi th ab r asion being 

unimportant . The descending device simply trapped the wire between straight 

grooves , the two halves of which were simply compressed or relaxed to a llow 

braking or descent. No comparison could be made with ' conventional ' 

techniques . and I wonder to this day if the new system was tested fairly. 

The designer of equipment is likely to be most biased of all. Having 

invented his marvellous invention and spent hours using it , he may . unconsciously , 

learn to compensate for deficiencies by developing compensatory skillS . thus 

blinding himself to the difficulties othe=s will have with his products. 

Hence testing by others is essential , 

My next point is to comment on the debate about the relative merits of 

SRT versus ladder and line techniques. There is no way that a committed 

exponent of ladder and line techniques can condone the use of a single rope : 

it goes against the basic tenet that there must be two separate systems fo r 

safety . You have to abandon this before embracing SRT as a thinking person . 

To do so leads me to remember a conversation with Tom Brown - the leading 

cave-diver in the north some years ago . I asked him why he only used one 

demand valve . Simple . he said , " if I had one in reserve I would not worry too 

much about maintaining the first valve . With only one I know my life depends 

on it, and maintain it with that clearly in mind". ----

Let ' S apply this thinking to our vertical techniques - how safe is each 

of the links in the ladder/line system? The ladder is relatively weak - it 

can break - due to shock loading . corrosion, etc. , and if the caver lets go -

whether a momentary Slip or due to tiredness is immaterial _ he falls off . 

The lifeline is held - or not held - by a person who may be wel1 removed from 

the person at risk . Even in good circumstances it is difficult for a caver 

to hold a line if someone falls off, but if communications are difficult due 

to length of pitch or noise of water - the very conditions when a lifeline is 

most necessary, it is most likely that the lifelining will be least efficient . 

Two goad independent means of safety are safer than one , but one is safe r 

than two defective systems . The fact is that ladders alone are potentially 

dangerous , and safe lifelining is difficult to achieve . There is a ' window 

of vulnerability ' i many have fallen through it. 

Wha~ a~ut SRT then? If, and it is an ' if '. the caver is capable of 

good r~gg~ng and has a good • system' , the chance of accident during much of 

the descent/ascent cycle is removed . Put another way . if the caver runs out 

of steam, ?r s~re~ms and lets go . he simp~y dangles , sitting in his harness , 

The except~on 1S ~n the course of an abse1l - as was tragically illustrated in 

a recent accident at Gaping Ghyll , The conventional descender demands the 

ultimate Skill of the caver - varying the friction of a running rope . Penalty 

for failure - death . 
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To bend a line or two from Geoffrey Win throp Young l 

Within this trembling hand, 
these tense fingers , 
clamped to the sliding line . 
I hold the life of man . 

Exhilaration meets success , extinction those who fail 
Perhaps there is no argument against the introduction of self-lock 

descenders . I could mourn them as another step towards automated caving, 
with yet another skill element removed . However , practice shows that 
coping with a locking component tends to make self-lock descenders more 
difficult to control rather than less , so it passes muster. 

Fo r some caver s the difficulty of using their equipment is an end in 
itsel f . They mourn the passing of ladders and lifelines and say that 
SRT has made potholing too easy . Their challenge was inextricably linked 
t o the gear they had to master . A trip to the end of say , Penyghent Pot 
or Lost Johns , waS the ultimate in tweed jaCkets with rOpe and wood ladders. 
Advances in gea r smanship now means that t h e ultimate must be sought much 
deeper and further away . 

And so to my conclusion . Cavers will always seek to push to the limit -
better gear means further limits . For the ' pushers ' it really is essential 
to have the best that technology a n d money can produce . Meanwhile, back 
in the mainstream Of caving , gear freakery will flouriSh . Buffoons will 
buy all the l atest gadgets . If a l l they do is clank around the pub in it , 
no harm is done and perhaps some good by raising a laugh . But beware of the 
Walter Mitty Arthur who believes that he can purchase excalibur from 
whernside , Inglesport or wherever . Caving gear does not work by magic- it 
needs a t r ained operator. 

June 1982 

'" 

Ben Lyon 
Whernside Cave & Fell Centre 
Dent, Sedbergh . Cumbria . 
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LADDERS AND LIFELINES - A BIASED VIEWPOINT 

Dave Elliot 

ABSTRACT 

varioua methods of life11ning a ladder climber are examined with regard to the1r inherent safety. 

It is the author's opinion that the 'traditional' techniques of British cavers are outdated and dangerous . 

Alternative techniques of remote lifelin1ng are described and 'aelf-lining' sugqested as a safer option. 

My reasons for presenting this paper might best be illustrated by the d r awing 

we chose for the front cover of the programme for this meeting It was 

first published over 40 years ago and depicts the 20m pitch below the 'Bridge ' 

in Alum Pot , with the ropeS and ladders fastened to a metal stake driv e n into a 

crack at the rear of the ledge . The metal stake is still there , and each 

weekend one can still see cavers descending the pitch using the same crude and 

danger ous teChniques as their predecessors did almost half a century earlier . 

Nowadays the tackle is a little different and wire ladders and synthetic ropes 

have replaced their wood and grass counterparts. The equipment has greatly 

improved , sadly , the cavers have not. The cartoon (Fig.l) illustr ates the poin t again~ 

Lately , of course , SRT has rather undermined the use of ladderS and lifelines , 

even to the extent that minor isolated pitches are often seen rigged for 5RT, 

when a ladder and line would be more efficient. There are many involved aspects 

to consider , but for now rather than advocate exclusive use of one or the other , 

let's regard both SRT and ladders simply as different but complementary 

teChniques for negotiating the vertical bits of caves, each with a specific 

appl ication (Marbach & Rocourt, 1980; Dressler & Minvielle, 1979) . This is 

after all a biased viewpoint , but I certainly don't aim to give the impression 

that ladders are no use underground ; its rather that I regard the associated 

teChniques as outdated and inadequate . 

I recall with some cynicism no~ the arguments of a fe~ years ago when it 

seemed quite apparent that dangling from a single rope ~as obviOUSly suicidal -

a ladder and lifeline ~ be far safer. The air ~as heavy ~ith dire predictions 

about the spate of fatal accidents that ~ere certain to result from misguided 

dabbling in these strange . foreign techniques .••. However , we learnt a thing 

or two , and nowadays many caverS , myself included, look on home-grown ladder 

and lifeline techniques with the same morbid anticipation. Not without some 

justification as a great many accidents have indeed resulted from the continued 

misuse of these techniques , 
So let ' S examine safety on ladders ; with the traditional approach to life

lining lets see if we can ' t do a little better. Take as a starting point the 

inherent strength of the ladder itself; two sturdy steel wires with a breaking 

load of perhaps 750 kg each, although these are generally attached by c - links 

which probably fail at nearer 300kg. Still fairly strong, as the ladd e r system 

is normally only subject to little more than straight bodyweight . say a maximum 

of around 150kg? But consider that the climber isn't in any way fastened to 

the ladder , but merely gripping the rungs with his cold, muddy handS , barely 

capable of supporting even his own bOdyweight . It now becomes appa r ent that 

the bond between ladder and climber is a very tenuous one indeed, even without 

outside interference from water, falling rocks or acute exhaustion . 

But, of cours~ , there ' s always the lifeline; this magical talisman against 

the powers of ~v11 that a~l cavers use on eve~y pitCh '" This is good , thick 

rope, often ha1ry and Obv10uSly very strong , 1n fact it says so on the reel _ 

more than 2000kg . This is tied securely to the climber with the lifeline 

operator taking it in from above as he climbs. So that should the climber by 

some vague mischance falloff the ladder , he simply hangs there and either gets 

back on or is lowered to the bottom of the pitch. Couldn't be simpler _ perhaps 

its just coincidence that misuse of this teChnique reSults in more accidents 

underground than anything else ? 
Let ' s n ow look at the inherent strength of the lifeline system and here 

again the 2 tonne breaking load of the rope doesn ' t count for much, because 

instead of being solidly attached to the rock it is simply wrapped a r ound the 

weakest link in the whole system - the lifeliner . An important point to make 
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here is that the ladder climber using these traditional methods , entirely 
delegates responsibility for h i s safety to the lifeliner , who mayor may not 
be doing the job properly and a ll too often is not . 

The c l imbe r has no control at allover the safety system protecting him . 
Only too fami l iar to most of us is the ' expe r ienced ' lifeliner who considers 
attaching h i mself to the r ock superf l uous , being mor e than strong enough to 
hold a fall unaided .. . Al l I can say is . avoid this bloke altogether - he 
is stupid ! Even a metre or so of s l ack rope in the system can result in a fall 
produci ng forces of 3 or 400 kg , a nd h i s chances of holding ~his are non
existant . He wi l l in fact , either let go of the rope to save himself or get 
pulled over the edge and land on someone ' s head ; in neither case is he of any 
use at all to the falling climber . But simple as safe lifelining could be , 
this guy will be hard to convince , having got away with atrocious techniques 
for a number of years he presumes he always will . Nevertheless , either 
convince him or leave him behin d , he is a distinct liability . 

I don ' t intend to go into deta i ls of the traditional methods of lifelining 
cor rectly ; this is a complicated , skilled technique already described by many 
experts in the field over a number of yea r s (Cullingford , 1969) , with remark
abl y litt l e effect on genera l practice u nderground . Moreover , these techniques 
are outdated , they are clumsy and inefficien t , an d most important , the 
security afforded is largely i llusor y . 

As a safety system these techniques suffer from a fundamental defect, they 
are not safe ; instead of the rope being fastened to something solid , it is in 
fact just held by another caver interposed between the climber and the belay . 
This is nothing other than a very weak link in the chain , capable of supporting 
no more than a few hundred kg at best . At worst , if the lifeliner is tired , 
cold , confused , distracted or just plain incompetent , the lifeline is completely 
ornamental . 

Far better are 
the be l ay by some 
contr ols the rope 

the direct belay methods where the lifeline is attached 
mechanical device and the caver simpl y stands alongside 
passing thr ough it . There are two main advantages ; 

to 
and 

1) Such devices are far stronger than any caver ; they do not get cold or 
become distracted, and any load is transmitted directly to the belay with 
no strain on the operator . The lifeline system is therefore very strong . 

2) The ope r ator is not trapped within the system; he can lower the fallen 
climber or anchor him securely to the belay and then be free to go to his 
aid in some other way . 

There are many different possibilities. Mountaineers have used simple 
mechanical belay devises for years and there are various gadgets designed 
specifically for this purpose (F ig . 2). More practical is the use of 
conventional hardware such as a descender or karabiner . which is basic 
equipment carried by every caver . Simply running the rope through a descender 
anchored to the belay upside down is an effective means of lifelining (Figs . 
3 & 4) . A fallen climber is easily held , lowered , or the descender ' locked off' 
so the lifeliner can leave the rope and try to organise some means of rescue. 
Some descenders are better than others , certain 'self - lock' descenders function 
very well and may alSO form the basis of a Simple haUling system should this 
prove necessary (Fig . 5) . One disadvantage of descenders however , is that 
they are a ll designed to create friction a long the path of the rope . The amount 
varies with different devices , but it means there is inevitably a certain 
drag when taking up the s l ack r ope . Also , direct haUling through the device , 
say to assist a tired climber , is not so easy . 

An alternative method using a pulley and reversed jammer arrangements 
(Fig . 6) avoids this friction and wor kS extremel y wel l, but with a couple of 
disadvantages . Firstly, it i s compar atively weak (perhaps 500kg), and 
secondly . a jammer only workS in one direction ; it will not function as a 
lowering device. Indeed , once l oaded it is necessary to find some way of 
lifting the load momentarily before the jammer can be released . There are of 
course ways and means but if you are alone at the pitch- head when the ladder 
breaks , with neither the strength nor the skill to lift the fallen climber, 
then he ' s stuck in a fairly unenviable position . 

What is , in my opinion , the best l ife1ining method of all , requires no 
special equipment - just a ver y simpl e knot tied around a karabiner , The 
' Italian Hitch' is , in effect , half of a Clove-hitch , easily recognised by its 
distinctive rope across rope friction contact . There a r e a few ways of tying 
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it but the easiest to remember is that shown in Fig. 7 . AS y~u can 
imagine from the configur ation of the hitch , the r ope can only run 1n one 
direction and the ease with which it does this is controlled by the friction 
created by tension in the non-loaded rope . The braking action is extr emely 
effective : it is quite eaSy to arrest even a very severe fall with just one 
hand. While unloaded , the hitch is reversible; by pulling on the non-loaded 
side the hitch will rotate through 1800 a round the krab and thus inverted the 
rope will now Slip in the opposite d irection . It is thus a simple matter to 
take in the slack rope as the climber ascends , using one hand to lift the 
load rope and the other to pull it throuqh the hitch (Fig . 8), Shoul d the 
climber fall, the knot will automatically reverse and the fall can be 
arrested with very little effort . subsequently , either the climb can be 
resumed, the hitch locked-off (Fig . 9) , or by releasing rope into the hitch 
the Climber can be lowered . Simple and effective , but there are a couple of 
points to bear in mind: 
1) The reversing action of the Italian Hitch is essential to its oper ation 

and the krab must be wide enough to allow this; the r e are in fact krabs 
made specifically for this purpose. 

2) Ensure that the running rope does not undo the locking s leeve of the krab . 

Even though these latter techniques are a vast improvement on" the 
traditional method , the basic concept of li£e1ining from the top of the pitch 
is suspect in itself . The simpl e fact of the rope moving up and down the 
pitch with each climber creates pr oblems of communication . with r etrieval of 
the rope , and the need for at least two cavers to oper ate the system at all . 
Far better if the rope is fixed in the pitch alongside the ladder , and each 
climber protects himse l f by trailing a jammer attached to his harness alon g 
the rope as he climbs - this is the teChnique of ' self - lining '. 

Self-lining is a fine exploration technique . The rope is fixed in the 
pitCh parallel to the ladder , used for abseiling during the descent and to 
safeguard the ascent by trailing a jammer along the rope attached to the 
climbers harness. To stop for a rest or to make some adjustment , the climber 
simply clips himself to the ladder and sits COmfortably in his harness. 
Sel f-lining has many advantages l 

1) Overall the technique is much faster than conventional lifelinin9 and also 
requires less rope . 

2) Manouevres with the rope are eliminated and communications reduced to a 
minimum, 

3) The climber no longer depends on the expertise of a lifeliner ; he looks 
after himself and because both the ladder and rope are solidly anchored , 
he is above all safe . 

Should the climber lose his grip or the ladder fail . he will hang from 
the jammer . Here however , it is essential that the caver wears a sit- harness , 
carries a descender while Climbing and is capable of using this to abseil 
back down to the foot of the pitch. There are various ' release' techniques 
which make this 'possible , all fairly simple , but without this option the 
caver might find himself dangling in mid - pitch , possibly unde r a wate r fall , 
in an extremely dangerous situation . 

unfortunately. I don ' t recall ever seeing an adequate description of 
self-lining techniques in BritiSh caving literature , even though the 
technique is a partiCUlarly relevant one . Therefore, below is a fair l y brief 
description of the main points , taken from a section on vertical techniques 
written by the author for a forthcoming BeRA publication . 

SELF-LI NING 

Equipment. Basic self-lining equipment consists of a sit-harness, long and 
short cows-tails. descender and jammer . and a few kxabs (Fig . 10). A chest 
harness is unnecessary, except with certain types of jammer used where both 
SRT and ladders are used in the same cave (Fig . 11) . 
Riggin9' The rope i~ rigged in much the same faShion as for SRT (Fig . 12) . 
The ma1n fea~ures be1ng the 'use of double belays at each pitch . provision of 
a traverse-11ne where necessary and the use of bolts and intermediate anchors 
to arr ange a safe hang and avoid abrasion . The ladder is rigged to one of 
the anchors supporting the rope. Wire tethers and Slings are rarely used , 
the ladder bein~ att~ched to the sa~e karabiner as the r ope . 
Descent . The p1tch 1S approached w1th the long cows-tail Clipped into the 
traverse line for safety or . where the pitch is very easy of access , into the 
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karabiner hOlding the rope. The descender is installed on the rope and locked-off, 
the caver then hangs from this , unc I ips the cows-tail and begins the descent. 
Intermediate anchors are passed in t h e normal mann e r by hanging from the short 
cows - tail while the descender is transferred to the lower r ope (Fig .1 3) . Here, 
having the ladder to stan d on makes releasing the cows -tail particularly easy . 
Very tight vertical sections where the descender c r ea t es problems by digging 
into the chest , are more e asi ly passed by absei ling with the descender attached 
to the short cows-tail (Fig . 14) . But remember that with the descender at about 
head height . long hai r and unkempt beards are liable to b e painfully shortened . 
Ascent . The jammer is installed on the rope then attached to the waist of the 
harness , either by a kara biner and D-ring or two karabiners (Fig.lO). The 
jammer should not be clipped directly to the belt with a single krab. as this 
causes i t to twist on the rope a n d prevents it operating correctly . Trailing 
the jammer on a slin g is a l so dangerous , since you risk a fall-factor 2 fall 
(albeit a small one) should you come off the ladder. An ovoid o r pear-shaped 
krab makes clippi ng in and out of the jammer very much easier . 

The best pos ition for the jammer is at the side: in f r ont it catches on the 
ladder rungS and the r ope constantly gets in the way, while round the back you 
can ' t s e e what is h a ppening a nd a l so end up in a n awkward pOSition fOllowing a 
fall , 

Before climbing cheCk that the jammer is running freely and lOCKing correctly , 
and that you have a descender clipped to your harness in case it becomes 
necessary to get down a gain . Initially . with a slack rope , you may be obliged 
to stop every few metres and pull the rope through until it runs of it own accord . 

It is extremely important not to accumulate slack r ope as you climb , because 
of the large shock-load that would reSult s hould you fal l. You can avoid this 
by weightin g the rope with ei ther a t ackle - sack , a coil of rope, or a suitable 
rock (Fig . lS ) . 

Tackle is carried a t the s ide , Clipped to the waistbelt of the harness where 
it does not catch on the ladder . In tight sectio ns it can be dangled beneath 
on a hauling cord . To rest during the climb . simpl y clip the short cows- tail 
a r ound one of the l adder cables and si t back in your harness, rest your feet on 
the ladder and let your arms dangle to resto re the c i rcu lation (Fig . 16) . 

At the top of the pitch , attach the long cows - tail t o either the belay or 
the trave r se line before releasing the jammer f r om the rope . On a steepl y 
Sloping traverse line . attach yourself f irst with the short cows- tail . transfer 
the jammer to the traverse line and clip into this with the long cows-tail . 
T ransfer the s hort cows -tail to the trave r se line. You can n ow self - line 
yourself along the traverse line by sl iding the jammer ahead. Where the traverse 
line is anchored mid-way, a lways use both cows-tails on the rope and transfer 
one past the a nchor before unclipping the other. 
Muddy ropes . With very muddy ropes there is a danger that a sprung-cam jammer 
might Sl ip and not g rip the rope . Cleaning the cam is ineffective and under 
these conditions only certain cam-loaded jammers at t ached to the harness as 
illustrated a re safe (Fig . 17) . 
'Release ' teChniq ue . Should the l adde r break or the caver falloff it, he 
will dangl e from the rope held by the jammer . In a good harness under favourable 
conditions he can s it there relatively happy fo r a while a n d figure out his next 
move . He could wait fo r his mates to replace the ladder with another , or have 
some SRT gea r s lid down the rope. Under a waterfall however, things are a little 
different and survival time may be very limited . To be safe , he must in fact 
be able to redescend to the foot of the pitch without delay . Self-lining 
withou t this ability to abseil back down , is roughly equivalent to commi tting 
suicide . 

The basic ' release' technique i s a s imple one , but like anything inVOlving 
a certain amount of ski ll. its value in an emergen cy is in di r ect ratio to 
previous practice. Sw inging on a r o pe deep underground is the wrong place to 
make mistakes. Proceed as fo i lowsl 

1) While hanging from the jammer . connect the descender to the front of the 
harness (if not already in place) . 

2) Improvise a stirrup by wrapping the rope a r oun d your boot three or four 
times on the opposite side to the jammer . It helps to pasS the rope behind 
the cal f fi rst and to cover the first wraps with the subsequent ones to 
prevent them Slipping (Fig.lS) . 

3) Lift this boot a little and install the descender on the r ope just beneath 
the jammer . 

4) Place the f r ee boot on top of the other, stand up a nd release the cam of 
the jammer , securing the safety catch in the open position. 
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Detach the jammer from your harness by unclipping the Karabiner from the 
O-ring (Fig . 18) . 

5) Lower your weight onto the descender (easier with a self-lock descender) 
clip the rope into an extra friction krab if necessary , undo the stirrup 
and begin the descent . The jammer (which is locked open) is left to slide 
down t he r ope on top of the descender . 

A few general points I releasing the jammer from the rope i s often made 
easier by attaching the descender with two krabs instead of one. The same 
'release' technique is a l so possibl e without a descender , using 'crossed 
karabiners ', or an Italian hitch (Elliot , 1982) . 

From the foot of the pitch, provided there is someone at the top , you can 
recover the ladders and have them hauled bacK up . If not you ' ll need to either 
improvise an SRT rig, or find somewhere comfortable and wait . 
Self-rescue . Although much safer than the traditional methods of protecting 
a ladder cl imber, self-l ining techniques are obviouSly not infallible. As 
always , things do go wrong. and here exactly as in SRT, safety is inextricably 
linked to mastery of self-rescue techniques (Harbach & Rocourt, 1980: Dr essler 
& Hinvielle, 1979). 

In essence , self-rescue techniques enable you to recover the helpless 
victim of an accident from mid- rope, where he would certaily die. Or enable 
somewhat fitter cavers to get out of the cave unaided instead of sitting on 
their arses literally dying of cold. 

The most important thing to realise is that the value of any such technical 
exercise depends heavily on having previously practised it, preferably on the 
surface in a safe situation. Vertical caving is an extremely practical skill 
and as such cannot be learnt entirely from a book. Incorrectly carried out, 
such 'rescue ' teChniques could well kill someone . Yet if hours and hours of 
patient experiment practising such manoeuvres only once a llow a single success
ful escape from a dangerous situation - then all these hours will have pr oved 
well worthwhile . 
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Fig . l. AS it 

Fig . ) . Inverted figure - of- eight 
descende r as dynamic belay device. 

! j 
Fig.5. Inverted Petzl ~S tOD~ descender 
as a belay de vice (note the modified rope 
path) and conversion to a simple haul 
system 

'" 

Fig.2. Sticht Plate. 

Fig.4. Inverted standard Petzl descender 
a s a dynamic belay device. 

Fig.6. Petzl jammer as a belay device. 



Fig.7. Italian hitch 

tying sequence. 
Fig.9. Italian hitch method of 

locking off. 

Fig.S. Lifeline operation 
with Italian hitch. 

~1I1 

F'ig.l2. Pitch rigged for self 

life lining technique. 

Fig.lO. Balic aelf- lifelining 

equipment. 

\ 
Fig.ll . Optional use of chest harness 
for self- lifelining with certain 
jammers. 
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Fig.l) . Passing a mid-pitch anchor 

durin", descent. 

~ 
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Fig.IS. Means of weighting the rope. 

-
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Fig . 17. ~Cam- loaded~ jamming devices. 

/ 

Pig . 14. 

Technique of abseili ng in a 
constricted pitch. 

C1 

Flg.16 . Method of resting on the ladder. 

Fig.lB. 

Improvised foot stirrup. 
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PITCH RIGGING 
Dave checkley 

There is nothing so exciting as arriving at the top of a new pitch , a big 
black abyss just crying out for you to descend it . Pitch tops are d~ngerous 
places and good pitch rigging difficult to achieve . The rules are s~mple enough , 
in fact they are pretty obvious once you have thought about them a l~ttle . 
However, there ' s a mile between gOOd rigging and correct rigging . A good rig , 
once seen , leaves you with nothing to add, it's so clearly just right . Here 
I will only deal with ways of getting it right when exploring a new system , 
since that is where I have gained most of my experience . Hopefully I will 
provide a few useful tips to help you rig your futUre discoveries . 

The basic rules are straightforward : 
1 . Take it easy and get roped up before enthusiastically leaping over the edge 

looking for a belay point. 
2 . Watch out for loose rockS and if in doubt hit it or kick it, 
3. Try and imagine an exhausted caver coming back up and trying to get off 

the rope. A little more time and effort in the rigging could save the next 
twenty people a real struggle. 

4 . Get two good belay points and not one good one and a psychological one half 
a mile back up the passage. 

So we have plenty of rope, bolts, tapes, krabs , maillons etc . , and before us 
a beautiful black hole . We ease up to the edge, throw a rock over , listen to 
the distant rumble and fired with enthusiasm start a frantic search for a belay . 
It is at this stage thaL a little calm reflection is required, pe r haps best 
provided by the second rnan in the team. The hole has been there for a long time 
and will probably wait for him to find a belay back up the passage , tie on and 
line the enthusiast at the edge whilst he risks life and limb searching for a 
good belay . A traverse up into the roof often pays off, but a long traverse 
way out over the hole will make the return "interesting" and it is always worth 
remembering that an SRT rope is not designed for a long Climbing fall . 

An unfortunate fact of the cavers ' life is that the id~al rock belay is just 
out of reach or not quite right for a good hang . This normally means placing a 
bolt for the primary belay point, but the back up can sometimes be natural. 
There is a tendency for people to forget about natural belays and go completely 
over to bolts. This goes hand in hand with an unjustified and absolute trust in 
the bolt. Once you have seen a few come out, often with the rock still attached, 
then the appeal of big stalagmites or flakes increases dramatically. The other 
attractions of natural belays are that they are free and don ' t require a tortuous 
exercise in bolt-placing. However, it is worth looking carefully at the flake 
if an abraded rope is to be avoided . A rope protector or wire belay can be very 
useful here. 

The choice of the primary belay point is difficult and can often take some 
time and discussion . A gOOd electric light beam is useful for a long look down 
the pitch. so that your reasoning can be based on a good long descent. Holdin g 
a loop of rope at the proposed point is invaluable . since a few inches either way 
can make all the difference . Often in a shaft or rift one wall is convex and 
the other concave so a short traverse might take you to the concave wall and 
save multiple rebelaying on the way down . 

Having placed the primary belay then the secondary, if not already known , 
must be sought I natural , if possible; not too close , just in case the rock 
fails, and not too far horizontally from the primary , or you will have a surprise 
when the primary goes. There is a temptation to use the secondary as an anchor 
for the traverse line leading to the pitch top . If you can do it - great , but 
invariably that means a nearly horizontal line between the two and the secondary 
being back over the lip of the pitch and we all know what happens to ropes 
taking shock loads and running over sharp lips . The traverse l ine belay can be 
sorted out by the life-liner back up the passage . It will give him something 
to do beside shiver and moan whilst you sort out the pitch . So a traverse line 
for a good pull and protection for the moves onto and off the rope . It is easy 
to fix up and uses a natural belay . It is connected to primary or secondary 
pitch head belays , the latter being as near to directly above the primary as 
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possible a nd hopefully natural . The primary is the one the rope hangs from and 
its posit ion must be perfect . That really is the problem - vhat constitutes a 
good hang fo r the rope . 

There a re several obvious points, like easy access and keeping out of the 
vater and c lear of loose rubble wall s , some of vhich are so crumbly that no 
amount of gar dening will improve them . The other objective is to get a free 
hang so that all thoughts of nasty abrasion can be forgotten . It is the 
abrasion animal which SRT people have bad dreams about. Fifty metres up and 
ten to go . moving vell until you notice a bulge 5 metres up the rope and then 
see the rope strands spin out one at a time - horrible, and even vorse in real 
life . A free hang vill amongst other things get rid of your bad dreams and help 
you sleep at n ight . However , it is vorth remembering that 'free ' means not 
touching the wa ll when there is a man on the rope . An even slope is alvays 
' free' I it is the broken ones and the bumps that you have to worry about. 
Don ' t forget that people swing around on the rope and that in deep systems big 
unbroken pitches are best avoided since they really slow the group down and 
necessitate recourse to tandeming . One very important point in favour of a 
completely free hang is that it often keeps the man and consequently the rope 
from getting too muddy . Going down a muddy rope vhen you should be going up is 
the sort of experience you don ' t forget and I would recommend an extra rope 
walker or shunt as standard gear , since prussik knots do Slip. 

Getting nearer to the descent now and just a few details to consider . There 
might be a little wear on the rope at the belay, particularly if you haven ' t 
got a thimble . The odd r ope protector could be useful . although as far as I am 
concerned . in a ny sizeable system the rope protector has no other use . The joke 
protection they afford part way down a pitch , especially on a bouncy rope, added 
to the time they take to place make a bolt or natural rebelay a must . Too much 
SlaCk between the primary and secondary is worth checking. Is getting off going 
to be easy even when you are totally shattered? That nice high belay viII help 
you swing in to a good safe position and viII be welcome on the way back . 

Now to the descent : nervous and checking for a knot in the end of the rope. 
full prussik gear on and the rope hangs down betveen your legs . but don ' t rush -
a steady descent kicking the wall - gardening it clean and safe otherwise your 
partner will have something off onto your head vhen he follows you. Will that 
bulge belov rub on the rope? Try lying flat against the vall and danglina a 1000 
down . Don ' t go past it to find out that the rope will catch and you have got the 
only bolt kit : Yes , you ' re delayed again lOOking for a belay point . but this 
time half - hanging on the rope . My sit harness does not give me too long to 
think about it, but that ' s my problem . The same criteria hold. but the choice 
of primary is even more vital since there will be only one belay point. Don ' t 
forget the dubious pleasure of the pendulum , look around even if you are in 
trouble and think about the other wall - the one behind your back. 

A useful tip here is that a bolt just below the lip of a ledge often gives 
a good hang. It may even be worth going below the lip of a ledge with standing 
room to get a good free hang . 

Exactly how to go about placing an intermediate anchor is up to you, but my 
recommended procedure is: place the bolt low , tie the rope below you into it; 
transfer to the bolt maillon a nd then move onto the lower rope. This has the 
considerable disadvantage of requiring a guess at the amount of slack required 
for your mate to get his descender on to the unloaded rope at the top. It's 
easy to leave too big a loop and make the back-up potential of the pitch-head 
belays negligible and also it is possible to leave too small a loop to get on 
at the top or to paSs the bolt on the way up . The alternative is to place the 
bolt, move onto it keeping you r descender on the rope; unload the rope ; 
calculate an acceptable 100P i tie a knot and connect it to the bolt, then 
move on to the lower rope. This method makes the loop easy to judge. but means 
put~ing the rope onto the bolt whilst it is still bearing your weight . This is 
a r~sky move , particularly if using maillons, which can easily bend with the 
gate open. If anyone has a method without any drawbacks then I ' d be interested 
in hearing. Of course if there is a good ledge nearby. then go for it and belay 
from there . In this. the rather more common situation, the second method is the 
better choice . It is only when you are hanging on the rope that setting the 
Size of the rebelay loop is tricky , but just how big you make it is another 
problem . 

The obvious answer to the loop size question is that it should be as small 
as possible . possible means as small as the teams can manage to get their 
descenders on at the pitch head ; pass the bolt going down and pass it easily 
when shattered , on the way up . Different bits of SRT equipment need different 
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loop sizes . Generally a loop of rope hanging down one metre below the bolt is 

plenty in the unloaded rope . If it is too big unloaded then it will be even 

bigger loaded. and two people may fall as a result of the failure of the 

intermediate belay . It is almost ironic that failure of an intermediate belay 

well down a big pitch is less risky than one just a few metres down . Fall 

factors again - in other words it is not so much how far you fall but how fa r 

relative to the length of nice stretchy rope between you and the belay . 

It is for this reason that a back up belay besides a primary and not above it , 

is so dangerous . You get to the top of the pitch and start feeling nice and 

safe again . the primary goes, you only fall a few feet , (largely due to slack 

between the belay points) but its far enough to overload the shock bearing 

potential of that none too stretchy rope and we wave you goodbye . Watch out 

for loop lengths and unnecessary slack in the system. particular ly when there 

are several short pitch sections. Wet pitches in SRT systems demand special 

comment . If it is anything like humanly possible , get out of the water. A long 

traverse with three or four bolts is better than a wet . cold pitch with its 

added bonus of a chance to get trapped . However , if you cannot avoid the water 

it is vital to pull the rope up on the way out. Waterfalls cause very rapid 

rope wear by continually rubbing the rope against the rock . 

One final point which I have never seen any discussion on before and that is 

on re-rigging. I don ' t know if everyone thinks he is perfect, but the people 

I have caved with haven ' t always been and I have made plenty of rigging mistakes 

myself. If you are working in a deep system then it is probably well worth 

correcting a few of the worst jobs. You can always tell where people have 

trouble by them either going quiet or swearing violently . It is often easy to 

get volunteers for alterations near the entrance, particularly as the cave 

gets to be deep and hard work. So take them up on it and give them an easier 

trip, it is just in the entrance region that people will appreciate good rigging 

and good rigging means more pleasurable caving - which is what it ' s all about . 

Dave Checkley . 
17 Ash Grove , 
Heaton Chapel , 
Stockport , 
Cheshire . 

The above article is based on a talk given at 

the symposium on SRT at Buxton, 1980 . 
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PRACTICAL PITCH RIGGING FOR SRT 

Dave Elliot 

A.BSTRACT 

December 1982 

Recent developments in vertical techniques have revolutionised British caving of late. Single 
Rope Techniques open up many new prospects for the skilled , but contain dangers for the unwary. Rigging 
pitche s for SRT involves some of the most c r ucial decisions a caver must make o n a normal trip. This 
paper a ttempts to outline the basic principles of safe pitch rigging and how these are related to 
common situations underground . 

SRT simpl y descr ibes the passage of ve r tical bits of cave by means of a 
single fixed rope . Compared wi th traditional ways and means such techniques 
a r e relatively recent , but the effect of SRT has been to alter fundamentally 
the methods by which equipment is used to overcome such obstacles (Montgomery . 
1977 ; Meredith , 1979 ; Marbach & Rocourt , 1980) . Young cavers will doubtless 
smile to learn that onl y 5 or 6 year s ago such techniques were generally 
regarded as suicid a l . The advancement of SRT has been a r adical one with the 
r esult that currentl y these techniques with minor variations are used 
exc lusively for the expl o r a tion of dee p caves throughout the world . 

The obvious adva n tages of SRT a r e sufficient justification in themselves ; 
the tackle required fo r a given cave is g r eatly reduced , making exploration 
poSsible for small teams of two or three cavers , which in turn implies 
gr ea t e r speed and f r eedom of action . Less obvious though far more important 
is the inherent safety of these techniques . Now , as everybody present is 
perfectly aware , British cavers are amon gst the best i n the worl d . However , 
wha t they actual l y do h e r e is open t o question as many of the techn iques in 
common use are p r obably amongst the world ' s worst . Nowhere is this more 
apparent than when it comes to rigging pitches . 

Firs tly . let ' S def i ne rigging simpl y as the means of i n stalling the 
equipment necessary to progress safely through the cave. There is no great 
Skil l involved - just the common-sen se application of a fev simple principles . 
Given suitable equipment (another stor y) the style of rigging largely 
de t e rmines : 

1) The safety of the caving team , which is always of prime importance . 
2) The speed and ease with which the pitches are climbed . 
3) The wear and tea r the gear receive s . 

In the first case i t isn ' t difficult to see that depending e n tirely on a 
Single , r ather thin r ope , it · s a goad idea to attach it t o something ver y 
SO l i d , positioned so t hat the rope i s not damaged by abrasion . Likewise , 
h~nging the rope so that i t is easi l y climbed and got o n and off at the top , 
w 1 ~hout either r upt uring you r sel f o r prusiklng along the floor , tends to make 
Cllmbing the pitch a much mo r e pleasan t exper ience . I ' m sure t h at man y caves 
wi t h a reputation of diffiCUlty are onl y so when bad ly r igged . Avoiding wate r 
on pitches is a l ways a good idea and adds significantly to the safety and 
cOmfort of a trip . For e x ample , v ith a little thought for the position of 
t he rope , it is possible to descen d a cave such as Stream Passage Pot under 
v e ry wet condition s , and vith a l i ttle more thought , get up and down Diccan 
P~t without so much as gettin g your f eet wet . As for wear a n d tear , a r ope 
r1gged so that it gets cove r ed wi th mud a n d g r it , ve r y q uiCkly wea r s a way at 
bo th descender a n d rope so they soon need replacing . There ve r e reports last 
~ea r o f wearing out a se t of r ack b a r s on a single trip (E l liot , 1982) . It 
1S a ll too easy to position the rope so that it glances against the rock in 
a few places . Provided t hat the r ock is smooth the r e is little dan ger of the 
r~pe wearing through an d failin g . I t wil l, however , suffer some damage , as 
hmestone is harde r than nylon and whe r e v e r the two meet t h e rope inVariably 
Com~s off worst . With t he p rice of c e r tain rope s now o ver t1 p e r metre , 
CaVlng becomes an eXpensive business if you knacke r a rope on each trip . Not 
~ing involved wi th selling r opes . I can say tha t almost any current S RT rope 
W1ll give man y year s of good use i f pr operly ca r e d for . 

One las t consider ation before l ook ing at how the rope is rigged in the 
cave . Consider the rope r igged i n the pitch as a succession of different 
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elements, starting with the rock , then the anchor, bolt . hanger , and 
karabiner , and fastened to them by certain knots is the rope itself . 
Farther down the pitch, strUggling fitfully on the rope . is the caver , a 
weak link in the system , attached by a couple of jammers or a descender and 
any aIr.ount of Karabiners and bits of tape. Each of these different elements 
has its particular characteristics and strengths and weaknesses depending o n 
how it is actually used. Just about all the papers this weekend are concerned 
with one aspect or another of this equipment and all have the same underlying 
principles . It ' s no use at all just buying the best equipment . you alSo need 
to know how to use it . Some understanding of the function and capabi l ities 
of a bit of gear is necessary to be able to use it appropriately . I n fact the 
whole basis of rope rigging is simply ensuring that you sLay wi~h~n the very 
specific limits imposed by the equipment, stray outside these l1m1ts and you ' re 
in danger. 

In arranging the anchor for the rope. there are four main requirements : 

1) The rig must be strong and secure enough to withstand the forces involved 
in a shock load (that is as strong as the rope itself) . 

2) Provide a free hang to eliminate abrasion . 
3) Allow easy rope access at the pitch head. 
4) As far as possible , avoid objective hazards such as water and stonefall . 

Rarely will a single anchor of any type fulfil all of these requirements -
if this belay fails . you ' ve had it ... So the First Rule of rigging is 
AT LEAST TWO SEPARATE ANCHORS AT THE TOP OF EACH PITCH. Natural rock belays 
are one greatly overrated possibility: either they exist or they don ' t and 
generally they don't. I can ' t think of more than a couple of good natural rope 
belays in the whole of the YorkShire Dales. To avoid abrasion we need to be 
able to hang the rope exactly where we want it . which means alternative forms 
of anchor. There are occasional cracks where a peg or chock might be p l aced , 
but these are often suspect and it is almost always better to rig the rope from 
bolts - specifically the amm self-drilling types . 

There are a few " one foot in the grave" traditionalists still muttering 
that current bolting teChniques result in caves littered with rusty bo l t ancho r s . 
There is perhaps some Slight degree of truth in this , but these tiny anchors 
buried in the rock are certainly less offensive than the bloody great stakes 
and beams of the last decade. and fortunately in caving safety is an overriding 
consideration in any case. Caving is not generally fraught with the high
minded ego-ethical problems that beset rock climbers, and while doubtless very 
nice to rig a cave using natural rock features, it is obviOUSly far more 
important to stay alive. With his life at stake the caver has every right to 
arrange an absolutely safe belay, and at least as far as I ' m concerned . the 
conservationists can shove it. Do not under any circumstances be tempted to 
risk your life for anybody's ethics but your own, and even then think about it 
very carefully first. 

Where reaching the main rope involves climbing out over the pitch . a travetse 
line should be provided for safety. This is rigged at about head height . 
linking a safe baCk-Up belay (often a natural anchor) to the main belay (Fig .l ) . 
This provides both a back-up for the main belay and a safeguard for getting on 
and off the rope. Considering the consequences of a Single Slip , it is amazing 
how many cavers take temporary leave of their senses at this point , sc r ambling 
about like spiderman looking for belays without thought for the drop beneath , 
and almost always with a mate stood by holding a rope which cou l d be used for 
protection . The teChnique is very simple - the rope is fastened to the back- up 
belay and used by the first caver to protect himself while installing the main 
belay (Fig.2) . He can do this with a jammer, an auto-lock descender . or an 
ordinary descender by tying a knot in the rope below it (Fig . 3) ~ or even 
simpler, by attaching a cows tail to a knot in the rope. Should he then fall 
the force on the belay is not very great because of the pendulum nature of the 
fall; however . the caver might get bashed about a bit on the way . ObviOUSly 
the back-up belay must be strong enough to support the rope should the main 
belay fail, which is not to say that the main belay is less important ; the main 
belay is just that and as such must not fail. Here unless a really perfect 
anchor can be found. two separate anchors are used and the chances of both 
these failing simultaneously is very low. 

A common arrangement is to place two anchors one above the other , with the 
connecting rope tied with little slack (Fig.4) . The upper anchor will take 
a shock load should the other fail. but this will be minimal. There is, 
however. little point in having two anchors available and loading on ly one . 
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Often a better a r ran gement i s to l oad both anchors so that each takes less 
than the full load . Togethe r they are less likely to fail and won ' t cause a 
shock l oad in any case (Fig . S) . Perhaps the best arrangement of all is a 
Y-anchor , where both anchors a r e loaded about equally, generally on opposing 
walls , with the actual hang point somewhere in between (Fig. G) . This 
technique is particularly useful in many northern caves with narrow, twisting 
stream canyons cutting down into the pitch where it may be impossible to 
obtain a free hang from either wall . So that each arm of the belay is under 
no more strain than the main rope , the angle between the two must never 
exceed 1200 • Al SO , s i nce general l y most bolt hangers are not designed to 
work at more than 4So to the rock , an angle of 90 between the two anchors 
is the working ru l e (Fig . 7) . This is easy to recognise and in this case each 
element of the be l ay is subject to about 70% of the load on the main rope . 

Having constructed the main belay, the caver descends and at each point 
where the rope touches rock he installs an intermediate anchor (or rebelay) at 
or immediately beneath the rub point , so that the rope again hangs free below 
it (Fig . 8/9) . 

Second rule I EL IMINATE ABRASION . No amount of abrasion, however Slight, 
is acceptable . A single bolt is usually SUfficient , as the rebelay is very 
effectively backed up by the main belay . Here it is necessary to leave a loop 
of rope so that those fOllowing can install their descenders (Fig. 9). The 
length of this loop is important , for should the intermediate anchor fail, a 
shock load will be transmitted to the belay above . About one metre is 
sufficient , but the elasticity of the rope must be taken into account or the 
loop may disappear when unloaded . This technique of rebelaying is continued to 
the foot of the pitch , whether the rope is simply touching the rock or there is 
a series of pitches close together (Fig. 10) . Where a very large ledge or a 
traverse requires more than a small amount of slack to be left in the rope, the 
continuing pitch must be rigged with a double belay to avoid the shock load 
which would reSult from the failure of a single anchor. Third rulel MINIMISE 
ANY POSSIBLE SHOCK LOADS . The intermediate anchor technique has other advant
ages apart from avoiding abrasion and water . Splitting the pitch into sections 
reduces bounce in the rope and because the rope is attached to several anchors 
the overall safety is increased . Speed is substantially increased because now 
several of the team can descend or climb simUltaneously, provided that each is 
hanging from a separate anchor. 

A useful alternative method of redirecting the rope on a pitch is the 
teChnique of deviation. Here some vague anchor (perhaps on the opposite wall) 
is used to pull the rope away from the rub point by means of a length of cord 
and a krab clipped around the rope (Fig . 11) . The force on this belay is not 
very great as the rope is not directly fixed into it and would not cause a 
shock load should it fail . Thus many belays are suitable for deviations which 
Would be extremely dangerous if used for rebelays - for instance a small 
stalagmite , a knot jammed in a crack , or a partially inserted piton. 

One further , far less satisfactory technique , is that of padding the rope 
at rub points , either with a mat or a tough sheath fastened around the rope 
(Fig . 12) . PaSSing a rope protector is straightforward if a little tedious, 
but each caver must take the utmost care to replace it in the correct position 
after he has passed . If the rub point is a severe one , failure to do SO could 
well kill the next caver to climb the rope. In practice padding is only really 
acceptable directly beneath an anchor point and often an empty tackle sack can 
be used (Fig . 13) . 

The basic teChniques outlined above will serve for most caves, but there 
are situations where more ingenuity is called for, and there is generally 
plenty of scope for this . The pitch head might be particularly awkward or you 
may need to install a long traverse line to reach some distant objective, or 
even a tyrolean traverse to overcome some obstacle or other. This is generally 
fine provided that a small amount of slack is left to avoid over tensioning the 
rope , and that one Simple guideline is strictly adhered to . Because the rope 
is of low-stretch construction it has only a limited capacity to absorb energy. 
It must therefore never be subject to the shock load ariSing from a fall -
factor of any significance . Apart from the likelihood of damaging the caver, 
many used caving ropes would break under a fall-factor of only one, in which 
case it's allover ! 

A fall-factor is a simple concept used to describe the relationship between 
the length of a fall and the length of rope available to intercept it (Fig . 14). 
There is a danger here of getting i nvolved in a lot of scientific discussion, 
but . briefly , the energy of a falling body is proportional to the distance fallen, 
where the rope ' s capacity to absorb this energy is proportional to it ' s length . 
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By dividing the one by the other we get a fall-factor which varies between 
o and 2 . Bear in mind that it is the relationship between these two factors 
which is most important, not their value , Take the case of a fall-factor 
1 fall , that is where the distance fallen and the length of rope are equal 
(say someone falling from the head of a pitch onto a slack rope) , the shock 
will be substantial, but a 2 metre fall onto 2 metres of rope produces the 
same shock load in the rope as a 10 metre fall onto 10 metres of rope - the 
fall-factor being the same in both cases. with most SRT ropes this shock 
load is likely to be somewhere around 1 tonne, which is coming uncomfortably 
close to the limitations of both the equipment and the force a caver might 
withstand without major damage . 

However, once aware of this absolute limitation of a low - stretch rope 
there is scope for improvisation . It is almost always possible to avoid 
dangerous situations arising by simply ensuring that the main belay is always 
positioned below the baCK up belay, This being so even a fall - factor 1 fall 
becomes impossible and in most cases no more than a violent swing will result 
(Fig. 15) . Don ' t forget however , that as a result of this swing the rope 
could be cut against a sharp edge or the caver smashed against the walls . 
But even this rule is not inviOlate, look at the situation in (Fig . 16); here . 
in order to ensure a free hang, the main anchor is placed well above the 
previous one . This is potentially a very dangerous situation ; should the 
upper anchor fail with the caver close to it, a fall-factor of around 2 would 
result. This would almost certainly break the rope. But even here we can 
make things safe by tying the belay loop knot at a point below the level of 
the previous anchor (Fig . 17) . This ensures that the descender is installed 
at a low enough level, reduces the fall-factor to almost nothing, and saves 
the eRO yet another messy job . 

There are still certain situations where in spite of all that can be done 
to reduce the fall-factor, a considerable shock load will still be placed on 
the rope should the main belay fail (Fig . 18) . However , all is not lost, even 
here we can take steps to minimise the resultant shock load by the use of 
"shock-absorbing" knots (Fig . 19). These are just certain loop knots ties in 
the unloaded section of rope (traverse line), which if loaded , will Slip a 
little and in doing so both absorb a certain amount of energy and also release 
additional rope to help minimise the shock (Fig . 20) . This is a sensible 
precaution to take with worn or thin ropes . 

I think most cavers would agree that the basis of good pitch rigging is 
only commonsense application of a few Simple concepts . It is , however , 
sometimes difficult to reconcile this with the marked tendency for the standard 
of rigging to decrease along ~ith the length of the pitch . At a big pitch the 
rope is very understandably tl.ed to everything in sight . and while " it ' ll be 
reet, it's only a little un" might sound comforting to some, there is obviouSly 
no reason at all to suppose that a belay at the top of a 15 metre pitch should 
be any less likely to fail than one at the top of a 50 metre pitch. Exactly 
the same forces are involved and the result of failure may well be identical . 
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SELF-LOCKING DESCENDERS 

K. Lewis 

ABSTRACT 

Techniques usinq self-locking de9cenders ore described. Seven different self-lockinq 
descenders are tested on three different types of rope, four on different pitch lengths. by 
two cavers of different weiqhts and their performance compared. Wide variations in 
performance were found. 

Modern single rope teChniques owe their high level of safety to the virtual 
impossibility of the caver becoming detached from the rope on his ascent, 
making a fall unlikely, except by an act of gross negligence. On descent, 
however, using conventional descenders , it is easily possible to lose · control 
since a positive action on the part of the caver is required to slow Or 
prevent descent . 

Various self-locking descenderS have been introduced over the last few 
years . all of which incorporate a handle which has to be moved in order to 
descend; inaction prevents descent . This has presented the vertical caver 
with a means of substantially increasing his safety margin which he has so 
far largely ignored. , 

An efficient self-locking descender makes mid-rope manouevres, such as 
passing intermediate belays and changeovers from abseil to prusik and vice 
versa much easier and safer. The caver is therefore encouraged to improve 
the standard of his pi~ch-rigging techniques when he no longer has to worry 
about lOCking off a conventional descender . 

Some self-locking descenders are of considerable value in self-lifelining 
a caver across pitch-head traverses when trying to obtain a free hang for the 
rope. A sprung cam jammer may be used for this purpose but difficUlty will 
be experienced when trying to move smoothly along the traverse without 
introducing Slack into the rope and many are rather weak at around 4 , 000 to 
5 , 000 N. The manouevre may be lifelined by a companion but this places 
responsibility for surviving a fall with someone else with whom communication 
may be difficult and unless two ropes are used , makes rigging very difficult . 

The procedure for self-lining a traverse with a self - locking descender is 
to clip a tackle bag containing sufficient rope (not forgetting a knot in the 
bottom end) to the sit harness via a co~s tail , tie the rope to a sound belay 
at the beginning of the traverse and fit the descender . which is attached to 
the sit harness . onto the rope. As long as the handle is held in it will be 
poSSible to move along but if it is released the descender will lock . 
protecting the caver if he should fall and alSO allowing him to lean against 
the tension of the rope to place bolts, if necessary and so obtain a free 
hang for the rope. 

If the caver should fall from the traverse he will release the handle and 
pendulum along a circular arc with his belay as centre . Assuming . for 
simplicity . an inelastic rope and no contact with the cave walls, the tension 
in the rope and therefore the load on the self-lining device , can be 
considered as below but this assumes also that there is no slack in the rope 
and that the caver has not climbed above his belay. 
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If the caver . having mass(m), falls from point A the maximum tension (t) 
in the rope will occur vhen he reaches a point B vertically below his belay 
at which point his velocity (v) a l ong arc ABC viII be at a maximum . The 
tension (t) will be the sum of the force required to produce the centripetal 
acceleration constraining him to follow arc ABC and that required to support 
his weight on the rope, 

t = mv 2+ mg . •. . • .. •.•• . • (1) 
r 

His potential energy at point A relative to point B must equal his 
kinetic energy at point B, 

combining (1) and (2 ) , 

mgr = mv 2 
T 

v 2 = 2gr . . .. . .... . ... ( 2) 

t = m( 2gr) + mg 
r 

t = 3mg 

So the tension in the rope will be independent of the distance traversed 
and equal to that produced by three times the caver ' s total weight. However, 
the kinetic energy of the falling caver will be directly proportional to the 
distance t r aversed and since this will almost certainly be d,ssipated by 
collisions with the cave walls. intermediate belays are obviOUSly to be 
recommended for long traverses. 

A heavy caver carrying a bag of rope and other equipment may therefore 
exert a tension i n the rope. through his self -l ining device , in excess of 
3 , OOON . This may l eave a rather inadequate safety margin with some sprung 
cam jammers which may be destroyed by forces of 4,000 to S,OOON . The self 
locking descenders . however . are probably all able to withstand loads in 
excess of 8 . 000N (Courbis 1982 ; Elliot. 1980). 

TABLE 1 

WEIGHT PHYSICAL ARE ARE ROPE USE OF CAN ROPE CAN DEVICE USE AS 

OESC£ND£R (o.) SIZE INSTRUCTIONS SPARES SIZES DOUBLE BE LACEO BE FITI'ED PLAIN 

SUPPLIED AVAILABLE ROPE INCORRECTLY WHILE DESCENDER 
ATTACHED TO 
HARNESS 

LEWIS 330 6 YES YES 9-llmm YES 'fES BUT YES YES Btrr 
LOCKS FAST 

PETZL 325 3 NO YES UP TO NO YES PLAIN YES YES 

''''''' DESCENOER 

LAWSON 340 5 YES NO lO-llmm NO YES BUT YES YES 
LOCKS 

DlABOLO 350 4 NO NO 1""" NO 'fES PLAIN YES YES ALSO 
DESCENDER lNADVERTEm'LY 

KONG 415 7 NO NO 1_ NO YES PLAIN NO NO 

DESCENDER 

D.A.D. 280 1 YES (IN NO lemm NO YES PLAIN NO YES 

FRENCH) DESCENDER 

GRIVEL 300 2 NO NO Over YES POTEm'IAL NO NO 

9_ DAt«>ER 

TESTS 

Various tests have been performed on the seven self -locking descenders 
available from the Whernside Cave and Fell Centre equipment loan service to 
examine their suitability for use as mentioned above and their performance 
when abseiling . General information on them is presented in Table 1 . some 
observations on which are: 

Instructions , an advantage with a completely new concept in descender 
design and use . 
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Spares , 

Rope sizes, 

Double rope, 
Incorrect lacing, 

if unavailable the descender is useless when ~orn 
out and therefore very expensive . 
a descender which will not accept all commonly used 
sizes of caving rope is an embarrassment when a 
cave is rigged with an assortment of rope . 
useful for through trips and in scaling . 
ideally should firmly lock the descender rathe r 
than give a very fast descent (Grivel particularly 
susceptible) . 

Attachment to harness , should allow device to be fitted onto rope without 
removal , all too easy to drop under stress . 

Use as plain descender , may be of advantage in tight caves , should not be 
possible to lock as plain descender inadvertantly 
(as ~ith Diabolo) . 

Abseiling on a self-locking descender 
A commonly held misconception among newcomers to self-lockin g descender s 

is that the descent can be controlled with the handle alone . In fact , on 
any known self-lOCking descender, it is still essential to brake the descent 
with a hand on the rope below the device as , once the handle is moved to 
descend , the descender behaves just like a conventional one until the han dle 
is released to lock it again . If the handle is held in without braking with 
the lower hand a very fast descent will result , just as though abseiling on 
a conventional descender and letting go of the rope . If a stop is required 
during the course of a descent, or if anything goes wron g , the best advice 
that can be given is to let go of the handle ; this soon becomes instinc t ive . 

TABLE 2 

PERFORMANCE ON SHORT ROPE (MARKS Or.rr OF TEN) 

SSkg CAVER 89kq CAVER 
9~ IOmm Ilmm 9_ 1_ Ilmm 

OESCENOER JOANNY EOELORID BLUEWATER JOANNY EOELORIO BLUEWATER COMME NTS 
CLIMBING SPELEO III CLIMBING SPELEQ III 
ROPE ROPE ROPE ROPE 

LEWIS • 9 9 • 10 10 Handle awkward for very 
small hand but locks well 

PETZL 10 10 10 9 10 10 Possible to beat self-
locking action at top of 
short pitch. GooU handle 
for small hanel. 

LAWSON 5 8 • , 6 • Wont lock on 9rom for 
heavy caver . Poor locking 
action at top of pitch on 
all ropes . 

OIABOLQ 6 7 7 1 5 6 Slips at top of pitch . Very 
fast )erky descent fo r 
heavy caver. 

KO'" , 5 5 2 , , Slips at top of pitch . Very 
bad handle position . Very 
difficult to control . 

O.A.O. 5 10 9 6 • 7 Slips at top of pitch on 11mO 
rather fast o n 911l11l . GOod 
handle for small hand . 

GRIVEL , 7 7 , 7 • Unkind to rope . Rope rubs 
against hand. 

Tests on short rope (Table 2) 
The reSults in this table are two testers ' opinions of the performance of 

each descender . Both testers are very experienced in the use of self-locking 
descenders and the results are based upon that experience . A complete newcomer 
to these devices ~ould possibly disagree with the reSults , tending to prefer 
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the descender with the most friction which would initially give an impression 
of more controllability due to the lower " contrast" between go and stop. It 
must also be stated that one of the testers manufactured one of the descenders 
concerned but that he has attempted to be objective. 

For these tests three ropes were hung from a platform in a tree giving a 
pitch length of approximately lam . The ropes used were = 

9mm Joanny climbing rope 
lOmm Edelrid Super-Speleo 
11mm Bluewater III 

Bluewater 11 would also have been an obvious choice due to its widespread 
use in British caves but experience suggests that the continental descenders 
which are designed for 10mrn rope perform very badly on this rope when it 
becomes still with age . Matt polyester rope was also avoided since it has 
different friction properties to nylong and all self-loCking descenders give 
a much jerkier descent on it although the newer smooth polyester ropes are 
Slightly better in this respect . 

The ropes were in all cases " dry" on a warm sunny day. Wet rope tests 
would be useful but insufficient time waS available for them and accurate 
control of the degree of wetting would be difficult. 

The two tests were of different weights (89 kg and 55 kg) and used every 
descender on every rope and awarded points out of ten on the basis of 
contrOllability and the locking capability of each descender. This procedure 
has been followed in Table 2 to illustrate the wide spread of efficiency 
encountered . Simple listing in order of merit would not illustrate this. 

Further observations on individual descenders are = 
Lewisl the most certain self-locking action on all the ropes tested; 

controllable descent on all ropes but handle found a little 
awkWard by 55 kg caver who also haS a very small hand . 

Petzl : Most controllable descent on short pitch . On a smooth rope it is 
occasionally possible to beat the self-locking action making it 
necessary to check that the handle moves out as weight is trans
ferred onto the device but most of the time it locks very well . 

Lawson = Provides a reasonably controllable descent on Ilmm rope but haS 
poor lOCking action at head of pitch on all ropes. Would not lock 
in the course of a descent for the heavy caver on 9mm rope. Ca n 
also be used in a variety of other modes, e . g . as a ropewalker 
for ascending the rope . 

Oiabalo l Slips at the top of the pitch on all ropeS. The heavy caver had 
to take a turn of rope around his leg on 9mrn in order to make a 
safe descent. Can be locked as a plain descender inadvertently. 

Kongl Slips at the top of the pitch on all ropes. Has an exceptionally 
badly placed handle giving the least controllable descent of any 
of the descenders tested. Has to be removed from the harness in 
order to insert the rope. 

Oddl the best handle for a small hand. Would seem to be designed for 
10 mm rope only as it Slips at the top of the pitch on 11 mm and 
is rather fast on 9 rnm but provides a controllable descent on 
10 mm. The rope has a tendency to slip off the top " bobbin" which 
seems to be more disconcerting than dangerous. Has to be removed 
f rc,m harness to insert the rope. 

Grivel= Provides a controllable descent on 10 mrn and 11 rnm but rather fast 
on 9 mm . A steel device which bends the roupe round rather small 
radii, tending to fluff it . The rope rubs against the hand. Has 
to be removed from the harness to insert the rope . 

The above comments are only one side of the picture and should be 
co~sidered together with each descender ' s performance on a longer rope as 
th7s.is a more accurate comparison with caving use . Three descenders were 
el~m~nated from the tests at this point as they could not be recommended 
ror use on a long pitch . They were Kong , Oiabolo and Grivel . 

USe on longer ropes 
Longer ropes were simulated by hanging appropriate weights on the bottom 

Of two of the ropes used in the pr evious tests to determine the friction 
characteristic of each descender . The ropes used were 10 mm Edelrid Super 
Speleo and Bluewater Ill . 
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USE 

ROPE ~M BWIII 

Weight of caver 89kg 55kg 

Petzl OK 

Dad OK OK 

Lewis OK OK 

Lawson 

TABLE 3 

ON LONGER 

100M 

89kg 

OK 

OK 

OK 

OK 

ROPES 

EDELRID 

55kg 

OK 

OK 

106M 

89kg 

OK 

BWIII 

55kg 

x indicates excessive f r iction 

The results are presented in Table 3 in a different form to Table 2 since 
all the descenders, as a result of increased friction . were very controllable 
so it was only necessary to indicate excessive friction within the device . 
The criterion by which the friction waS judged was that it should be possible 
to pull in the handle on the descender and abseil down the rope . If the rope 
had to be lifted with the lower hand and fed through the descender the friction 
was considered to be excessive. 

Heating 
Accurate tests of heat dissipation would be very difficult , would vary with 

rope type , rope humidity and weight of caver and have not been undertaken . 
Practical caving experience over a long period of time and in different 
conditions is probably the best guide. The author has extensive experience 
of only one of the descenders under consideration , the Lewis , and has found 
its heat dissipation to be adequate on any pitch on which it can be used. 
Slight experience of other descenders in which there is a very short conduction 
path from the friction components to the handle (Lawson , Petzl) suggests that 
the handle tends to become rather hot in the course of a descent . This is 
borne out by the experience of others (Anon, 1981) . The problem is not 
important if abseiling on a wet rope and its effects are reduced by wearing 
gloves. 

Pulling along a traverse 
Each of the four descenders used in the last test were fitted onto an 

unweighted rope, the handle pulled in and the descender pulled along the rope . 
The Lawson, Lewis and Dad moved easily but the Petzl was difficult to move due 
to its greater friction . 
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MULTISCENDER - DESIGN AND CONCEPT 

Dick Lawson 

5 .R.T. has developed in Britain over the past decade . Initially the new rope 
technique was not taken seriously as a real alternative to ladder climbing and was 
reserved only for longer descents . Little attention was paid to safety aspects of 
pitch rigging and the label ' kamikaze caving' was indeed justified. However, 
techniques develooed; the upholstering of pitch heads lost favour to the bolt belay 
as the British caver became wise to the merits of ' alpine ' techniques. Today he is 
better educated in the ' safe system ' . 

For want of a better 'home grown ' alternative, the rappel rack reigns supreme 
even though it is not ideally suited to British caving. The ascending rig most 
favoured is the Frog sit/stand system because not only is it considered most 
efficient, but it is also most capable of coping with short split pitches and 
emerge ncy crises . Although more reliable in greasy conditions , ' Gibbs ' ascenders 
are more awkward to instal on the rope than the open frame ' Jumar ' type, and so 
spring-loaded jammers are generally preferred by the British caver. However, to 
equip himself for the event of malfunction , the wary caver carries an additional 
cam-loaded device which will grip a muddy rooe where sprung-cam ascenders are 
prone to slip . This third jammer can also be used for the occasional conversion 
of the Frog system into a rooe-walking rig for longer drops. 
The Design Project: 

The task I set myself was the design for an auto-lock descender which could also 
function effectively as an 'auxiliary ' jammer. A formidable list of design 
considerations was drawn, foremost in my thinkinq being that one function should 
not compromise the other. As a descender, the device should be ' fool-proof ' or 
'fail-safe ' in respect of operator error. It should for example, be virtually 
imposs ible accidentally to thread rope incorrectly in a dangerous manner. So as 
to ease manoeuvres such as the olacing of rope protection and changing of ropes 
at intermediate belays, the device itself should lock onto the rope without the 
need to lock-off manually. In the event of a paniC when the caver loses control 
of an abseil , the instinctive reaction of holding tightly onto the device should 
have a braking effect. As an ascending ratchet, the device should incorporate 
the vi rtues of both rope-walking and spring-loaded jammers; that is, it should 
have a n open frame for ease and speed of installation, and a cam to which the load 
!s attached to ensure oositive locking. 

Numerous ideas were considered but the simplest mechanism common to both 
functions was that of the eccentriC cam. For the climbing ratchet , a cam and lever 
would turn under direct loading to trao the rope against an open wrap-around' frame . 
The variable friction for the descender would be gained by threading rope around the 
back of the cam . Adhesion between the rope and cam would rotate the cam so as 
to trap the rODe against a fixed bobbin so positioned that it would impinge on the 
locus o f movement of the cam. Manipulation of a lever attached to the cam would 
release the lock. 

Various prototype designs were built and tested, and after a further period of 
development and evaluation, the Multiscender was born. Multiscender 2DL comprises 
an aoe n frame onto which an eccentric cam and attached cranked lever is integrally 
mounted . The frame is fabricated and consists of a mounting plate onto which three 
bobbins and an enclOsing bridge piece are fastened with M6 button head screws. The 
:am a nd lever are of cast construction, and is pivoted with an MIO shouldered bolt 
~hreaded into the frame and doubly secured by a self-locking nut . With the handle 
aIded away, the Multiscender measures 150mm x 70mm and is approximately 30mm thick 

and 350 grammes in weight . 

!he Abseil Mode 
Attachment is made with a carabiner clipped through the frame . Rope is threaded 

as illustrated and can be done without first removing the Multiscender from the 
harness . Sneed of descent is controlled in the usual way - that is by varying the 
degree of tension aoplied to the 'dead rope'. The lock is released by grasping 
the carabiner with the fingers and manipulating the handle with the base of the thumb. 
DepreSsing the handle orogressively reduces static friction whilst introducing the 
other Side of the cam into the rope. In a panic situation, depressing the handle 
to its fullest extent has, in theory if not in practice ! a slight braking effect. 

In the worst abrasive conditions or when the rope is excessively heavy, a smoother 
descent can be made by feeding rope through a descender with both hands . To enable 
the ~ultiscender to be used as a 'fixed-friction ' descender (albeit without the 
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auto-lock) the attachment carabiner is passed through both the frame and handle. To 
compensate for the crogressive reduction in tension whilst descending, additional 
friction can be applied if the rope is threaded through a 'breaking carabiner fastened 
to the harness and positioned between the Multiscender and the controlling hand. 
unfortunately, without the addition of a second braking carabiner there is no simple 
or effective way of locking off the Multiscender in the ' fixed-friction ' mode . 

Used on very gritty ropes, the sliding surfaces of any descender soon become deeply 
scored. The locking efficiency of some auto-lock descenders is reduced by the 
effects of wear. ~ultiscender 2DL however , is equipped with a self-compensating cam 
and its blocking effect is not impaired until worn exceSSively. When the bobbins 
become severely abraded, they can be turned over or interchanged. Experimental 
ceramic bobbins have been used successfully on 'expedition models '. Even in the 
most abrasive conditions , ceramic bobbins exhibit no tendency to wear, and caged in 
the ~ultiscender frame they are not susceptible to embrittlement. 

By its very nature, friction in abseil generates heat in any descender. This 
severely limits the use of auto-lock descenders because they can soon become too hot 
to handle. The large surface area of the ~ultiscender is intended to function as 
a sink to dissipate heat quickly. In practice though, it is advisable to soak 
ropes before use so as to inhibit the generation of heat. MOistening r opes of 
kernmantle construction has the effect of tightening the sheath onto the core and 
prevents the damaging intrusion of grit . In the long term this also prolongs the 
useful life of both ropes and descenders. 

underground, rope soon reaches an equilibrium with the cave environment; since 
most caves contain almost 1001 humidity, ropes can be regarded as always being 
wet. However, rigged on surface pitches , rope tends to be both dry and grit-free. 
In this condition a rope has little frictional adhesion with a descender and auto
locks are prone to slip . Multiscender 2DL is designed so that it might lock 
~sitively even onto these 'fast ' ropes. To prevent slipping , an inclined protruding 
edge is positioned across the cam just beyond the point where rope is trapped against 
the locking bobbin. when the handle is released, any slippage should be arrested 
as the ' tooth ' is caught by the rope as it passes over the bobbin. As the tooth 
bites, the cam is drawn further into the rope so increasing its grip . 

Some concern has been expressed over the effects of a fall onto auto - lock 
descenders and in particular, the Multiscender. The energy developed by a 
dynamic force must be safely arrested by all the components in the load bearing 
chain without failure of anyone unit. There are no ill effects to equipment of 
a fall onto conventional descenders that have not been locked off - rope slippage 
safely diSSipates the energv of the fall . Unfortunately, because the actual height 
fallen is likely to be greater than the slack developed in the rope, the resultant 
damage to the caver is largely a matter of luck ! 

Descenders that have been locked off crior to a fall can be subjected to high 
peak loads when arresting a falling caver. With a rope correctly installed on a 
pitch, the worst fall likely to be encountered is in the magniture of factor one -
that is, a free fallon to an equal length of rope. In tests which simulate a 
fall of factor one, the Multiscender slides a short distance down the rope. Results 
vary according to the condition of the rope, but this slippage superficially melts 
the sheath and at worst plucks the rope fibres . I f this appears undesirable, the 
question must be asked of the caver whether he would rather risk damage to rope or 
self! 
The Prusik Mode 

In common with conventional rope - walkers, the efficiency of the Multiscender 
is impaired by the slight loss in height gain as the device tilts when loaded. For 
this reason, if ferno other, the Multiscender is only intended as an auxiliary 
jammer. If used as both descender and primary foot ascender, change from abseil to 
prusik is somewhat problematic. However, with a little thought,no manoeuvre 
cannot be undertaken in safety . 

In the prusik mode, attachment slings are secured to the inner hole in the 
handle. Despite the fact that the rope has to be slightly flexed in order to 
slot it into place, Multiscender 2DL can easily be installed even onto heavily 
tensioned ropes. Because the rope has to be flexed, it is highly unlikely 
that the Multiscender will accidentally un thread itself if the rope passing through 
it is in tension. Should the device be installed on a slack r ope , however, the 
rope must be further secured in position by passing it through a carabiner clipped 
through the small hole in the frame . This precautionary measure guides the rope 
through the Multlscender and prevents all but the smallest diameter ropes from 
extracting themselves since the slot between the cam and bridge is restricted. 
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conclusion 
The Multiscender has been specifically designed for British vertical caving though it 

has proved itself on small European expeditions. It is intended to make rope 
manoeuvres safer , but like any other piece of climbing equipment. in the hands of the 
fool-ha r dy or unwary, the Multiscender is potentially a dangerous device. Perhaps it 
is not surprising that cavers who have become accustomed to the convenience of a salf
locking descender are loth to resort to using devices without the additional security 
afforded by the auto-lock. Considering that only a relatively few cavers take the 
precaution of carrying with them a third jammer. there can be little doubt about the 
merit of a descender which is specifically designed to replace a failed jammer. 
Although the Multiscender has to be removed from the rope and inverted in order to 
change its function, it is nevertheless a significant step forward toward the concept 
of a 'universal'~ omnidirectional rope climbing device that is both simple in design 
and marketable - if indeed such a device is desirable ! 
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AN ANALYS IS OF PRUS IK SYSTEMS 

John Forder 

ABSTRACT 

The commonly-used prusik systems are examined from various points of view ; for the typical 
British cave, the author claims that the best all-round method is likely to be the "Frog " 
system . 

The most commonly used prusik systems can be examined f r om the fallowin g 
points of view : 
l) Comfort 
2) Safety 
3) Simplicity 
4) Versatility 
5) Speed 
6) Rescue possibilities , 

Comfort and safety , along with simplicity , hardly need any justification 
for their inclusion here . Versatility is , perhaps , a bit less o bvious , but 
any prusik system should be able to cope with the fo llow ing : 
a) Variable pitch lengths . 
b) Variable pitch characteristics - e . g . const r icted o r wide o pen , we t or 

dry , free - hanging or wall-hugging . 
c) Awkward access at pitch head . 
d) Hid - rope manoeuvres , e . g . change - overs from up to down and vice -versa , 

knot-crossing , passing rebelays , ' reverse-prusiking '. 
e) Though not the be al l and end all , speed is of imp o r tance , especia l l y fo r 

large paries an~or long drops ; having once waited for some 40 minutes 
for one person to climb 125 feet , I can person al l y vouch for the fact 
that slowness can be a nuisance . 

f) The increasing tendency to go caving in smal l parties makes it all t h e 
more necessary to be able to cope with any emergency that may aris e . 

The common prusik systems have been divided into the fallowing categories , 
which are not, in fact, mutually exclusive I 

A) Systems using knots only 
B) ' Sit-Stand ' systems 
C) 'Step ' systems 
D) Hybrid systems 

A) Knots . As a general rule , prusik knots have about as much relevance to 
caving as Ben Hur ' s chariot does to Le Mans ; they can be dismissed on 

grounds of safety, versatility, speed, rescue pOSSibilities or , lack of these . 
The classic 3-knot prusik is , at best , uncomfortabl e and rather pain ful , though 
a Texas-style prussik with a proper harness is not too bad f rom the point of 
view of comfort. This leaves only simplicity - which applies only to the gea r 
used , not to its actual mode of use . In mitigat i on . it is al leged t h at prusik 
knots can be made to grip on dirty , muddy ropes where othe r jammers may fail , 
and that they make useful, light. spares against the possibility of equipment 
failure . 

B) Sit-Stand systems. 
1 . The simplest way to climb a rope iS , in a ll probability , the Texas - prusik ' 

in which two jammers (or, indeed, knots) are used - one fastened to a sit - harness , 
the other having a footlOOp/s attached . The two jammers a re then moved 
alternately up the rope, the c l imber adopting a sit-stand motion . This means 
it satisfies the third criterion - Simplicity - but not the o t her s ( with the 
possible exception of the first - comfort) . As regards safety, the point is 
to guard against failure of one of the jammer s , particularly the chest one . 
If the foot one fails , you're left hanging off the rope - if the chest one 
fails , you might not be .. • I have details of two incidents in which people 
using this system had accidents ; in one , the caver ended up hangin g upside - down 
from his feet , in the other he tipped over and plunged head -fi r st down the shaft 
he was climbing (and lived , in spite of fa ll ing over 60 feet) . 

To safeguard oneself , the footloop jammer can be tied i nto the harness so 
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that at least you don ' t fal l if the sit-harness jammer fails . Surprisingly enough . a party was seen by the author st r uggling mightily to get out of Alum Pot usin g the Texas-prusik in Jun e 1982 - perhaps they drove up to the Dales in a Mode! - T Ford! 
2 . The ' Inchworm-system' uses a jammer fastened to the sit-harness and to a chest one. with the feet resting on a ba r tied to a second jammer. It's reasonably simpl e and comfortable , an d quite fast - but fails to satisfy the other criteria . 
3. The ' Frog- system' is . in essence . a develo pment of the Texas Prusik in which a jammer is slung between the sit-harness and chest- harness , and a second jammer is used for the feet. It is possible to have the foot-jammer above or below the chest one; if below, the chest one will move more readily as the caver stands up, but it has thr ee drawbackS, If the chest-jammer fails , or the caver messes up some manoeuvre . so that the safety- cord to the foot - jammer sustains a shock-load . the caver will fall twice the length of his safety-cord . Secondly, it is possible - if unlikely - that the caver may fall onto his chest jammer in such a fasion that t he device rips through the rope; in which case , if the foot - jammer is fastened to the rope below , no safety-cord will be of any assistance whatsoever. The t hird drawback is that it is harder to operate the foot - jammer below the chest one . For these reasons, the Frogsystem uti l izes a foot-jammer with a long foot -loop (or lOOpS) , and a safetycord to the harness . Such a system satisfies all the criteria set out above, with the possible exception of no 5 - speed. This is o n ly likely to become impo r tant on long free-hanging drops where rope-walking has the edge; but as soon as bolt rebelays are introduced. the speed advantage of rope-walking a big pit is likely to be negated . 

C) 'Step- systems ' Step systems differ f r om the sit-stand ones in that the legs are moved alternate ly . so that one ' walks ' as it were, up the rope. 
1 . In the ' Mitchel l ' method . one jammer is used for each foot , the jammers being held one in each hand and moved a l tern a t ely , A sit-harness is tied into one of the jammers , and something is needed to hold the climber upright. This latter function can be achieved by the very simple expedient of having a chestharness with attached karabiner into which the rope is clipped ; better . but more compl icated . is a purpose built ' chest-box ' . a device fitted with rollers which allows the rope to slide very easily through it . Most chest-boxes incorpor ate a second channel fo r the longer foot loop cord. Such systems are quite co~ortable , Safe . and reasonably simple ; they can also enable one to pursik very quickly . at least on a free-hang , but they tend to fall down somewhat on versatility. while rescue attempts would be very difficult indeed . (Wandering through a cave with a box on one's chest can also pose problems) . 

2 . ' Rope-walking ' systems can be seen as a logical development of the Mitchell method , but instead of using the arms to move the jammers . these are fastened to the legs or feet . The or i ginal rope - walking systems had one jammer tied to one foot . with a second jammer tied to the other knee, the foot being inserted into a stirrup . A thi rd jammer!krabVpulley o r somesuch device is needed high up on the body to keep it upright and close to the rope. The Spur to the development of ' rope-walking' seems to have been the desire to devise a fast an d efficient way of getting up the deep pits of parts of America , in partiCUlar Mexico , additional impetus being provided by the NSS ' s 'prusik races ' . Thus s peed i s their main claim to fame . They tend , however . to fal l down on grounds of simpl i city and versatility. owing to having to fiddle with bits and pieces fastened to ones feet - making change-overs , etc .• rather awkward . 
Many variations on the basic rig a r e possible , for instance a ' floating- cam' system employs a jammer (normally of the Gibbs type, incidentally) held at knee - height not being fas tened to the knee , but1 being he l d on shock- cord tied into the harness , its function being to tow the jammer up the rope automatically through its st r etching an d contracting . One of the best systems is. p r obably , the ' Howie-belt' one ; in this , a Gibbs-type jammer is mounted on a wide belt fastened to the front of the harness . The belt has a quic~yadjusted buckle which enables its l e ngth to be easily varied , so that for Climbing , it comes under the armpit and round to the opposite shoulder to keep one upright and c l ose to the rope . while for resting and manoeuvering the strap can be shortened to enable one to hang i n safety and comfo r t . 
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D) Hybrid s ystems . It is possible to devise dozens of different ways to climb 
a rope - some good, some bad, some crazy - and many attempts have been made to 
combine the best features of the ' sit-stand' and the ' step ' systems - i.e . the 
safety , simplicity and versatility of the ' frog ' with the speed of 'rope
walking' , 

The obvious way , perhaps, to do this is to have one foot in a standard ' f r og ' 
type foot-loop with a third jammer ' floated ' at knee height for the other foot . 
So , on a trip involving a mixture of pitch sizes and characteristics , the Frog 
can be used for short and/or awkward ones, the third jammer staying in ones 
tackle bag and only being used on long free-hanging pits , 

Conclusion. 
When it comes down to it , the choice of a prusik system must be up to the 

individual caver . But the decision should be based on the pros and cons of 
the various methods rather than "well , I read it in a rook" or " my mate sho .... ed 
us ho .... to do it " or . .. ••. 
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PRUSIKING SYSTEMS 

Dave Elliot 

simply put . pr usiking describes the ascent of a fixed rope by any method more 
sophisticated than shinning up it . that is those methods employing either special 
friction knots or mechanical rope - clamps . All the basic methods of prusiking 
require the use of at least two jamming devices attached to both climber and rope . 
So that by the artfull transference of bodyveight from one to the other as they 
are alternately slid up the rope . some attempt at upward progress can be made . 
Somewhere round about here is where it stops being simple . for in fact there are 
a great many variations possible on this basic theme . Whole books have been 
written on the subject and (probably) millions of man-hours devoted to studying 
the ergonomics involved in gaining the fastest ascent for the minimum amount of 
effort . Even after ignoring the sillier ones . there are still about fifteen or 
more methods of Climbing a rope reasonably safely . However , it is possible to 
recognise certain basic similarities amongst many of them. and for our purposes 
these systems can be broadly divided into just two groups according to the type 
of leg-movement involved . Namely those with an alternate "stepping" action . and 
those requiring a "sit/stand" type of motion . 

Fig. I 
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Step sys terns 

Ropewalking 
" Floated" ropevalking 
Howie Rig 
Jumar System 
Gossett Rig 
Mitchell System 
Third-Phase System 
Pygmy S ys tern 
Another prusiking system 

Fig . IO 
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Sit/Stand systems 

Texas Rig 
Plummer system 
Inchworm Rig 
Frog system 
Wisconsin Ri9 
I talian pulley system 

Each of these individual systems has both good and bad points to it in 
varying ratios and consequently it is difficult to recommend one particular 
system over all others. Suffice it to say at this point that all the systems 
considered work . although to some extent their overall efficiency is dictated 
by personal expertise and fitness . Not surprisingly . after working with one 
particular system for a while and becoming expert at it , it is then extremely 
difficult to fairly eva1uate a method you are relatively unfamiliar with . 
As a reSult I suspect there are many sworn disciples of a particular system who 
have never seriously tried anything else . What I intend to do here is briefly 
describe each of the various systems in turn and make some very general (and 
inevitably biased) conments on their relative merits . dealing with the " step" 
systems first as there are rather more of them . 

Step s*stems 
Per aps the best known of all the step systems is the basic " Ropewalk.ing Rig" 

(fig . 1) . The method generally employs three jammers ; one mounted directly to 
the foot . one on the knee of the opposite leg . with a third at either shoulder 
or chest level. The upper jammer serves to keep the climber upright against the 
rope and is used to hang from while resting . Climbing is simply a matter of 
taking alternate short steps while pulling on the rope at about head height. 
L~rgelY due to its success in surface prusik races (?) . ropewalk.ing has gained 
w1despread POPularity in America and inevitably there are far too many minor 
variations on the theme to mention them all . However . two particular 
adaptations that might justifiably be considered improvements are: a method 
developed by Kirk. McGregor of " floating" the knee-jammer by suspending it from 
a length of elastic shock- cord which automatically pulls it up the rope as each 
step is taken (Fig . 2) . Also the "Howie" shoulder-strap (after Will Howie) as 
a more versatile means of attaching the upper jammer (fig. 3) . 

One of the original methods of rope-climbing . devised by "Jusy an d Marti" 
makers of the Swiss "Jumar" . has since (not surprisingly) become known as the 
"Jumar System" (Fig . 4) . This method consists simply of two jammers attached 
by long footloops one to each foot wi t h ~th cords running behin d a makeshift 
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chest-harness . Climbing is a matter of taking short steps while alternately 
moving the jammers up the rope. I understand the system waS first developed for 
collecting birds-eggs. and might add that nobody in their right mind would use 
this method in a cave (or anywhere else for that matter). There are many reasons 
why not , but mainly because it is very tiring for the arms and there is no safe 
rest position , in fact I have mentioned the system only because it forms the basis 
of so many other systems . One useful modification is to run the foot10ops 
through a roller-box at chest level, and these should a l so be linked to a sit
harness for safety. Lowering the roller - box to waist - level converts the system 
into a "Gossett Rig" (Fig . S) . which apart from anything else is a splendid 
method of knackering yourself extremely quiCkly . 

Yet another adaptation of the basic Jumar rig is the much maligned "Mitchell 
System" (Fig . 6) , which comprises of one jammer above and one below a chest 
mounted rOller-box or karabiner . with the main rope also runn ing through the box . 
This is considered necessary in order to maintain an upright position on the 
rope but makes any mid-rope manouvres that much more difficult . A short ca r d 
between the top jammer and the sit harness allows a safe rest position . or with 
certain roller-boxes a knot in the foot loop cord is sufficient . AS with t he 
ropewalking rig it is possible to " float " the lower jammer from a length of 
shock- cord and thereby leave one hand free . One of the main disadvantages of a 
Mitchell system is its poor performance again st a wa ll, which "Vertical Bill" 
Cuddington reckons to have Sorted out with his " Thi r d - Phase System" (Fig , 7) 

which is vertical bullshit for a straightforward Mitchell rig ""ith the 
addition of a third jammer Slung from the sit- harness. This permi ts 
mid-rope conversion to a fairly strenuous " Texas System" (Fig .IO), using the seat 
and lower jammer for balance and presents a really spo r tlng challenge when it 
comes to passing an intermediate belay . 

Last but by no means least there is always the "A.P. S . System" (Fig . 9) (i. e . 
another Prusiking system). a hybrid Mitche11/ropewa1king set up . with a few very 
strong points and most of the disadvantages of both systems . 

That more or less covers the liIain " step" systems , apart from a short caution
ary note . with these systems the sit-harness is generally used only for resting 
and chest-harnesses used mainly to keep the cave upright . However. it is 
essential that a decent sit - harness is warn , and any chest-harness linked to 
this in such a vay that the main part of the load is taken on the thigh and 
buttock region. Anybody left dangling from a waistbe1t or chest-harness a l one 
can probably count their survival time in minutes. 

Sit/Stand S¥stems 
--- The origlna1 sit/stand system, or in this case squat/stand system , was more 
than likely a "Three-knot" method using "Prusik" knots tied in cord slings . 
Three Slings are used, one for each foot and one around the chest . and by moving 
each of them in turn it is possible to climb a rope. The method is slow, 
strenuous and has a very low safety margin, it has no place at all in modern 
caving apart from certain adaptations used in improvised rescue situations . 

One of the simplest prusiking rigs of all is the "Texas System" (Fig .H' ) . 
which basically consists of just two jammers (or knots) slung from short Slings . 
one to the sit-harness and one to the feet , with a safety cord alSO connect ing 
the lower jammer to the sit-harness . Progress is a matter of hanging in the 
sit-harness while the lower jammer is slid up the rope . then standing up in this 
sling while the upper jammer is moved . 

A fairly duff adaptation of the previous method is the "Plummer System" 
(Fig . ll) • with a jammer slung from each foot and an a djustable connecti on from 
the upper jammer sling to a chest-harness , intended to prevent the climber from 
turning upside down . The Sling lengths are critical and the system is only worth 
trying provided that: (a) you want to get fit in a hurry . or (b) you don ' t want 
to die of old age . . . 

Eliminating the need to move jammers up the rape by hand, another joke 
technique known as the "Inchworm" (Fig . 12) uses one jammer fixed between sit and 
chest harnesses and another bolted to a metal bar at the feet . Climbing is 
largely a matter of sitting down and standing up . with the arms used on the rope 
above for balance. ObviouSly having your feet tied together does tend to make 
sloping pitches a bit sporting , and one proposed solution is to use the footbar 
arrangement above the chest jarruner like a " chinning bar" to drag yourself up. 

The best known and most widely used sit- stand system in the world is 
without doubt the " Frog System" (Fig . 13). The method uses two jammers , one 
mounted between the sit and chest-harnesses . The second higher up the rope 
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carries a footloop/s for either one or both feet. Climbing again is l a r gely 
a matter of standing up and sitting down, with the a r ms used to lift the upper 
jammer and help s tay upright . The Frog system is a simple and practical one 
that for sheer versatility is probably unbea table . 

A modification to t h e Frog method , the "wisconsin Rig" (Fig.l4). uses twin 
foot l oops run through a karabiner above the chest-jammer to help keep the body 
upright and close to the r ope . 

That cursorilY covers most of the sit/stand methods, but before going any 
furthe r I must make a fairly obvious point . As far as I am aware there are no 
effortless prusiking sys tems (apart from motor-driven ones) , and simple rope
clamps a re by no means anti-gravity devices (which is one reason why I dislike 
the term " ascen der " ) . To raise 60 or 70 Kg many metres up a rope requires a 
certa in amount of worK , and all we can do about this is to maKe the most of it 
by directing the necessary effort in mor e or less the right direction . As the 
desired direction is usually up . then maximum effort should be directed straight 
down and effort expended in any other direc tion . i.e. sideways , is less effective. 
This is pa rticul arly re l evant with sit/stand systems where there is a general 
tendency to lean back . If you are go i ng to get anywhere at a ll then it is no 
good lying baCK and enjoying it. It is necessary to tUCK the legs underneath 
and pull into the rope with the arms in order t o stay reasonably upright while 
climbing (Fig . 16), Wrapping t he footloop a round one leg helps (Fig . 17) . but 
this is rather less comfortable . 

without delving into the realms of fantasy or wo r se still the depths of 
"Nylon Highway". these are the systems availabl e . and all of them are suitable 
for climbing a straightforward pitch . The differenceS in performance become 
most apparen t when mid-rope manouvres a re necessary , when emergency situations 
arise . and when the safety aspect s of the rig are examined . AS far as comparison 
goes , it is obviously impossible for me to fairly present the pros and cons of 
all these different systems when I don ' t normally use them. What I intend to do 
is describe in detail the s ystem I prefer, which is a fairly conventional Frog 
rig , and make a few observations in order to draw your attention to the safety 
and versatility of this system . You can satiSfy your self with regard to your 
own system by direct comparison of the two (Fig.lS). 

Fundamental to the Frog system is a comfortable sit-harness which allows 
relatively free and independent movement of the legs while suspended . "Leg-loop" 
type harnesses a re perhaps the most r eadily available designs , made even more 
suitable with the addition of a " bum-strap" , a simple modification which prevents 
the loops Sl ipping down the legs between pitches , The harness is linked at the 
front by a strong (10 mm) Maillon Rapide , which unlike a karabiner may be loaded 
in any direction without a significant loss of strength . The "body-mounted" 
jammer is fastened directly to the main Maillon and supported by a Simple 
Fig-B type chest- harness. This i s simply a 3 m length of tape with a quick
adjustmen t buckle at one end . wound a r ound the upper body and threaded through 
both the chest jammer and main Maillon . The function of this type of harness 
is main l y to tow the chest- jammer , consequently it need be neither l oadbearing 
nor partiCUlarly restrictive . By l ocating the buckle in a convenient place , the 
harness may be easily adjusted while c limbing and loosened between pitches . The 
upper jammer carries a foot l oop and is alSO securely linKed to the sit-harness 
for safety purpos es , so that if the chest-jammer Slips or fai l s you may hang 
safely from the fcotloop jammer . Almost any type of jammer is suitable for the 
footloop according t o which of their various characteristics are considered most 
impor tant . The footloop is tied from a single length of 7 - 8 mm dia , preferably 
low-stretch cord. A large . single loop takes either one o r both feet, dependent 
on climbing against a wallar free -hanging , and also makes possible trapping 
a slack rope between the feet while climbing the i n itial few metres so that no 
one is needed to hold it{Fig.19lThe f oot loop is attached to the jammer by a screwgate 
karabiner and the length adjusted (while hanging on the rope) so that the two 
jammer s almost touch when the legs a re fully straightened . The remaining safety 
cord from the jammer to the sit-harness should be long enough to permit the 
maximum gain with each Climbing cycle . but not so long that the jammer is out 
of reach while hanging from it . Also attached to the main Mail l on are two 
safety cords or " cows-tails", on e short and the other somewhat l onger, each 
with a karabiner at its end . These are used for at t achment at anchor points 
o r traverse lines as protection while making a manouvre, such as gaining the 
rope at a pitch head or passing intermediate anchor points in the pitch . The 
s horter cows-tai l is about 40-45 cms long including the ka rabiner . and the 
l onger one should not be so long that the krap is ou t of reach while hanging 
f r om it , say 65 ems . Cow ' s -tails are tied f r om sturdy 10 mm dia Cl imbing rope 
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Fig . 6. Mitchell system. Fig.7 . Third phase system. Fig.S. Pygmy system. 'Another prusiking system' Fig . lO . Texas Rig. 
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and generally fit ted with asymetric form krabs rather than oval ones . Because 

such krabs are rarely attached for very long . strong , non - screwgate snaplinks 

are often preferred. Where screwgate krabs are used they should be of the type 

tha t do not depend on the gate being screwed up to attain their r a ted strength , 

that is " pin and slot" rather than simple " latch" gate designs . In a pitch 

tackle- sacks are carried o n a length of cord (often permanently attached to the 

sack) reaching f r om the main Maillon to just below the feet . In this manne r 

the weight is t r ansmitted directly to the chest-jammer fo r much of the climbing 

cycle with no pull on the climber . Using both feet in the loop a llows a 

powerful lifting action and the a dditional weight beneath helps keep the cave 

vertical on the rope . Any time you are not feeling all that powerful, you can 

adjust the foot loop to run o ver its attachment karabiner (rather than Clipped 

i n to it) and thereby provide a mechanical advantage (Fig . IS1Each step will now gain 

half the distance but with ha l f the effort, here it is necessary to clip your 

long cows-tai l to the upper jammer for safety . 

Generally with the Frog system there is no need to remove equipment between 

pitches , simply Clip the foot loop t o the harness and unclip it when you want to 

climb. 
The total weight of the whole outfit is around 2 kg . 

In this review I have deliberately made little referenc e to various types of 

januners being conunonl y used with specific rigs - "Gibbs" with a r opewalking rig 

for example . This is unnecessarily limiting . jammers are by and large inter

changeable and a few simple tria ls will determine just what works with a 

particular se t up and what doesn't. Some types of jammer a re s tronge r and more 

reliable than others , some have specia l properties . but whatever type it is a 

fact that sooner or later, fo r one reason or ano ther it will fail. Having said 

that it obviouSly makes sense to be firmly attached to a ll your jammers by 

strong cords linking them to the sit-harness . Even so, in a rig using only 

two jammers , fai l u r e of one is a bit serious. There is a lot to be said for 

the simple precaution of inco rpora ting a third jammer into the rig . or at the 

very least carrying one (on the person) as a spare . 

Fig . 20. Karabiners: (a) cross-type catch ; (b) pin and slot type catch. 

Dave Elliott, 
1, Millthrop , 
Sedbergh, Cumbria. 
LA10 SSP 

(presented at the Buxton SRT symposium , 1980) 
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CAVE SCIENCE 

Trans . British Cave Research Association Vol . 9 No.4 pp . 269-276 . Dece~ber 1982 

Bmrn BOLT BELAYS 

DicK Lawson 

ABSTRACT 

The development of modern, safer caving technique is synonymous with a reduction in the bulk 
and number of different pieces of equipment necessary to negotiate common manoeuvres. This 
is equally true of the bolt belay and it is implied that ' sturdy' components are not necessarily 
most desiroble . Various patterns of hanger brackets are described as are other components of 
the bolt belay , consideration being given to the safe performance of the assembled ahcnorage. 

This pape r concerns itself with artificial rock anchors as provided by 
the Bmm self-dril l ing sleeve . Without the introduction of this small but 
Significant piece of equipment, modern techniques of static rope rigging 
could never have developed as they have over the past decade. The implicit 
need to avoid abrasion dictates the use of bolt belays positioned to hang 
ropes free of contact with the rock surface and away from other potential 
hazards . 

'Traditionalists ' have expressed concern that modern bolting techniques 
result in caves being littered with unsightly bolt holes and rusty anchors) 
this is an exaggeration of the truth . The key - note of modern caving 
technique of which the bolt belay is an integral part, is ' safety first ' 
and any ethical questions have essentially more to do with self preservation 
than cave conservation. It may also be said in defence of the bolt belay 
that Bmm rock anchors a r e very much less obtrusive than traditional fixed 
aids . 

The modern bolt belay consists of an assembly comprising the anchor - that 
is the threaded Sleeve which is permanently implanted in the rock - and a 
hanger bracket, generally taken out of the cave when not in use . which is 
bolted to the anchor to provide the means of attaching ropes or ladders to it. 
The following columns examine the various components of the bolt belay and 
beg the questionl how safe are they? 

Potentially the weakest link in the bolt belay is the anchorage point 
itself . Both the rocK and the sleeve embedded into it are very hard and 
brittle components and either can crack if incorrectly stressed . It is 
therefore essential that the anchor is inspected before use; for this 
amongst other reasons , hanger brackets should not be left in situ because 
it is impossible to examine the anchor if this is concealed behind the hanger. 

The self-drilling sleeve is a hardened tubular steel sheath measuring 
30mm long and 12rnm in diameter . It is provided with cutting teeth at one end 
and an Bmm threaded hole at the other . Machined along part of its length and 
spaced equally around its circumference are four grooves; these are designed 
to introduce areas of stress concentration and encourage fracture along them 
when a conical wedge is inserted into the sleeve . Driving the cone into the 
Sleeve causes it to expand so that it grips the sides of the hole into which 
it is placed . So that the sleeve does not split along its entire length . 
the threaded section is tempered to give it a degree of toughness. 

Once the sleeve is expanded into the hole, the rock immediately surrounding 
the anchor is severely stressed even before any additional load is applied to 
it through the hanger . Before drilling therefore , it is vital to position 
the anchor correctly having regard to the quality and configuration of the 
rock. The anchor must be placed a good distance from any possible weaknesses. 
Wherever possible , both fractured and thinly-bedded limestones and calcite 
deposits should be avoided. In or~er to achieve maximum strength, the rocK 
should be hard and homogeneous . free of micro-fissures and calcite veins . 
An anchor placed in a concave surface is likely to be stronger than one 
placed in a convex surface because the stress is distributed over a larger 
mass of rock . For the same reaSon , the Sleeve must be drilled at right 
angles to the rock surface . 

The hole is drilled by screwing the Sleeve onto a ' driver ' so that it 
Can be used as a percussion tool . By rotating the driver and striKing it 
Sharply with a hammer. the hole is drilled into the rock. At frequent 
intervals it is necessary to withdraw the sleeve from the hole so that the 
Powdered rock which collects in the centre of the sleeve can be removed. 
Tapping the end of the driver clears the spoil from the sleeve, and dust can 
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be blown from the drilling by means of a short length of plastic tubing. 

To ensure the sleeve will be correctly embedded when finally set into 

the rocK, when drilling the hole, the sleeve must be sunk about 2mm below the 

rOCK surface . To fix the sleeve permanently into the rock , the drilling is 

cleared of any spoil , the cone is lighrly pressed into the sleeve which is then 

offered to the hole. Slight pressure in the direction of the anticipated load 

is applied to the driver . and the sleeve can be hammered home so that it is 

flush with the rock surface . 
Having set the sleeve , the security of the anchor must then be checked . 

A close visual inspection should reveal any hairline fractures , and the 

expansion of the s leeve can be verified by measuring the depth of the threaded 

hole with the tubing previously used fo r blowing away the powdered rock. 

A sleeve that protrudes from the rOCK surface or one that is pl aced in too 

large a hole that is cone-shaped at its entrance will stress the sleeve 

incorrectly and the anchor will be considerably weakened. 

Immediately after installation, the anchor should be greased to combat 

corrosion. Once fixed into the r OcK , the sleeve cannot be removed and each 

caver has a responsibility to ensure its long-lasting security. Sleeves should 

not be allowed to rust or become clogged with mud or grit , To prevent the 

intrusion of water and grit, ideally the threaded hole should be sealed when 

not in use - perhaps with a spare set screw , However, careful selection of the 

drilling site should reduce the hazard ; generally sleeves should not be installed 

vertically into the rock or positioned where they are likely to become blocked 

with mud . 
Blockages can often be cleared by poking the sleeve with a length of wire . 

Even rusted sleeves can sometimes be reconditioned if they are considered 

structurally sound. Moisture can be driven out with an aerosol water repellant 

(WD40). and threads can be trimmed with an Bmm screw-cutting tap . Such measures 

may be preferred to placing another anchor whose positioning might be compromised 

if the original anchor provided the best possible hang . 

It is difficult to quantify the strength of an anchor, its security being 

dependant upon the solidity of the rock and the fixation of the sleeve. Unlike 

the anchor, other components of the bolt belay are made of r elatively elastic 

materials which are better able to withstand tensile loads. Materials used for 

the fixing bolt and the hanger bracket are specially heat treated so that they 

can resist the forces to which they are likely to be subjected . 

A component common to all hangers is the bolt itself. Although most hangers 

today have some method of hOlding the scr ew captive with the hanger , bolts are 

often lost and/or need replacing. It is important that the bolt is of the 

correct specification . The length of the bolt varies according to the hanger 

with which it is to be used j the protruding portion to be screwed into the 

sleeve should be between 11 and 12mm in length. The screw should have a 

diameter of Bmm and a pitch length of l . 25mm . The distance across the flats 

of a hexagonal headed bolt or set screw is 13rnm . and socket- headed screws 

usually require a key of 6mm. Contrary to popular belief, socket screws are 

quite suitable and indeed have certain advantages over hexagons. It is vital , 

however, that such fasteners are forged from high tensile steel. To indicate 

the material from which they are made , bolts are marked on the head with a two 

number code , the first figure denoting the ' yield stress' - that is , the 

elastic limit or the load at which the material is permanently distorted , a nd 

the second number refers to the breaking resistance . Only bolts marked 8 . B 

should be used; these have an Ultimate tensile strength of 80kg / mm2 which 

should enable them to support loads of up to IBOOkg - a figure far in excess 

of any load likely to be generated in even the worst falls underground . 

However, a bolt breakS when the total load applied to it - that is, the 

weight of the (falling!) caver plus the tightening force exceeds its ultimate 

tensile strength . It is dangerous therefore to overtighten the bolt since 

doing so can drastically reduce the load that it can support . The bolt should 

be finger tight with an additional half turn with a spanner . Wrenches for 

socket screws are shorter and less rigid than spanners for hexagon heads a n d 

so there is less likelihood of overtightening socket-headed screws . It is a 

good idea to shorten spanners by sawing them in half so as to reduce the 

leverage that can be applied to the bolt. 
The bolt serves to fix to the anchor a bracket to which in turn ropes or 

ladders are attached. A variety of hanger brackets are available and these 

can be divided into two basic types I those which require the addition of a 

carabiner, and those vhich do not . 
' Conventional ' hangers are those which a re used in conjunction with 
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carabiners . Shapes differ . but those which are commercially available are 
made from tempered duraluminium and have two drillings , one to accept the 
bolt to secur e the hanger to the anchorage point, and another to which the 
attachment carabiner is fastened . These brackets can be subdivided into two 
groups determined by the relative position of the holesl those in which the 
holes are positioned so that the attachment carabiner lies perpendicular with 
the rock surface, and those where the carabiner lies parallel with the rock . 

Of the first category, the ' simple cantilever ' is most common. Petzl and 
T .S . A . manufacture hangers of this type. Although of Slightly different 
shape , both are simple plate hangers folded in the horizontal plane with a 
straight bend. These hangers are designed to be used with certain ova l 
shaped carabiners , the intention being that the krab lies firmly against the 
rock in such a way that it helps support the load (Fig . 1). 

The Pierre Alain hanger is a larger bracket, made of thinner material than 
the simple cantilever . the main difference being that the folded sides of its 
box-like construction brace the attachment point away from the rock surface. 
Because it hangs freely from the bracket, any shape of carabiner can be used 
to attach equipment . 

Petzl manufacture a twisted hanger which is an identical preSsing to the 
simple canti lever but is twisted in the vertical plane so the attachment 
carabiner lies closer and parallel to the rock surface . British hangers of 
this type manufactured by Troll and previOUSly sold under the name of Parba , 
are machined from extruded section of thicker material than bent forms (Figs . 
3 & 4) . The latest Troll bracket is considerably thicker and the hanger 
itself substantially stronger than bent deSigns made from thinner sheet material. 

When comparing different hangers. simply placing them in order according to 
their relative strengths does not list them in an order of merit . For example. 
a 'flimsey ' hanger that is able to flex under high loads and reshape itself to 
suit the contours of the rock is probably safer in certain situation s than a 
rigid hanger which might otherwise produce dangerous bending moments in the 
bolt . 

Conventional hangers must lie firmly against the rOCK ; to ensure that they 
do so, the rock around the anchor must be dressed so that it is flat and square 
to the axis of the sleeve. The attachment point for the rope or ladder is 
cantilevered away from the rock surface by the hanger bracing itself against 
the wall. In effect the hanger transfers the load through a lever which 
actually increases the load applied to the anchor. Some hanger designs are 
better than others in this respect and a brief examination of the geometry of 
each should establish which rrodel might best be selected for a given situation. 

A hanger can be regarded as a lever with its fulcrum positioned at the 
point where the bracket is braced against the rock . For the lever to be in 
equilibrium , the turning moment at one side of the fulcrum must be equal to the 
other . From this simple equation it is possible to calculate the value of the 
resultant l oad applied to the anchor and its direction. Although the example 
illustrated in FigUre 2. is an extreme one chosen to demonstrate the principle , 
all 'rigid' hangers that bear against the rock transfer the attached load so 
that the anchor is partially stressed in tension. Furthermore, the resultant 
load is always greater in magnitude than that applied to the hanger. 

The ' simple cantilever' hanger illustrated is in fact deSigned to be used 
with an ova l carabiner ; in the example the load is attached with a smaller 
Maillon Rapide which effectively changes the intended geometry of the hanger. 
A carabiner touches the rock below the attachment point (Fig . 1) and serves to 
strut the hanger , whereas a Maillon hangs free from the bracket. Using a 
Maillon to attach the l oad to this partiCUlar hanger flexes the bracket 
unnecessarily and fatigues the metal . This is clearly undesirable even though , 
being somewhat flexible . the hanger will straighten itself under higher loads 
until it is properly supported. 

The way in which different hangers transfer their loads to the anchor 
is compared in Table 1. The first column refers to loads applied at right 
angles to the anchor, and the higher figure indicates the hanger which is best 
in this respect - that is, that which stresses the bolt least harshly . This 
figure is determined by dividing the dimension measured between the centre of 
the bolt hole and the fulcrum point where the hanger braces itself against the 
rock , into the perpendicular distance between the point of attachment and the 
anchor . 
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Tabl e 1 

Hanger l make / t y pe 

Petz l tw i st 
Troll (MkII) 
Parba 
Petzl ' cantil e ver' with krab 
Pierre Alain 
Troll (Mk I) 
Petzl ' cantilever ' with Ha illon 

Leverage 

36 
26 
25 
25 
25 
21 
,3 

Optimum angle 

1~ 
42° 
35° 
30° 
20° 
40° 
30° 

If the l oad is appl ied to the hanger so that its direction forms a straight 

line drawn between the centre of the f ixin g bolt and the point of attachment 

(Fig. 3) , the resultant load in the anchor is the same in both direction and 

magnitude as that applied to the hanger. This is called the 'optimum loading 

angle' and it is different tor each hanger. The second co lumn of Tabl e 1 

tabulates the optimum a n gle as measured from the rock surface for each hanger. 

If this angle is exceeded , resultant loads will increase considerably since 

the lever action is g reater , the fulcrum point being transferred to a position 

closer to the bolt . 
It has been suggested that a very strong and rigid hanger is not necessarily 

most desirable. The ability for a hanger to reshape itself so as to minimize 

the leverage applied to t he bolt when l oads 

are excessively h igh is a deliberately designed safety feature. In destruction 

tests however , unlike other hangers, the new Troll bracket is so unyieldin g 

that the bolt breaks first with only Slight deformation of the hanger. This 

is perhaps only of academic interest since ropes or ladders are most l ikely 

to fail before the belay . AS can be seen from Table 1 , compared with less 

rigid hangers , the geomet ry of the Trol l hanger is such that over the range 

of angles at which loads can be safel y a pplied , t he leverage of the bracket 

is minimal. Correctly seated against the rock and properly orientated so that 

the ' mitred ' edge of the bracket - so shaped to minimize the area of rock that 

needs to be trimmed to ensure a perfect seating - lies i n the vertical p l ane 

(Fig. 4) the new Troll hanger provides the strongest and most versatile belay 

of all 'conventional ' brackets. 
Haillon Rapides offer an a lternat ive to carabiners as the method of 

attachment to conventional hangers . Preferred for their competitive price . 

Haillons also have the advantage that properly screwed up , they are more 

secure than car abiners ; krabs a re potential l y weaker, there being a possibili ty 

of keeper failure since a proportion of the load is transmitted through a tiny 

hinge pin. This weak link is eliminated with Maillons. but some cavers are 

concerned that the smaller radius of a Maillon stresses the r o pe excessivel y. 

To reduce flexion in the r ope , the knot loop can be formed over a 'rope 

thimble '. For pitch rigging there i s in fact little to be gained from this 

precautionary measure = p r oviding Ha illons of smaller diameter than 7mm a re 

not used, ropes will a lways suffer gr eater distortion within the knot itself. 

When krabs or Haillons are in short supply , there is a temptation to fasten 

ropes directly to conventional hangers . A tensioned r ope that has been 

threaded through the carabin e r hol e of a hanger is considerably weakened . For 

several reasons , hange r s that do not require krabs or Haillons for attachment 

are becoming increasingl y popular. These specialist hangers a re specifically 

designed for static belays in caving where speed of attachment is of little 

importance . Generally these ' carabiner -less ' hangers are l ess expensive than 

conventional assemblies and a re lighter in weiqht and less bulky - very 

important factors considering the trend toward more efficient cavin g in s mall 

groups, and the numbe r s of hangers required to rig ' technical' caves safel y . 

Although not availabl e in this country , the ' channel hanger' is included 

in this study because it is an obvioas development of the conventiona l hanger 

bracket. Hade from relatively thin sheet material folded into a ' U' Shaped 

section . the channel hanger is a rather cumbersome bracket . It is screwed to 

the anchor through one of two ho les drilled into its rear , ropes or ladders 

being hung over a bolt fastened t hrough its two s ides. The c hannel hanger has 

little to recommend itself , ther e being a risk of losing its various componentS I 

and its size eliminating it fo r consideration as a n ' expedition ' hanger . 
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with the fOl l owing car abiner - less hange r s , ropes are tied to them before 
the bo l t is screwed into the an c h or . This is regarded as an added advantage 
because caver s a r e obl ige d to make a pre l iminary inspection of all the 
components of the be l ay befor e t r usting their lives to them. 

Both T . S . A. and Petzl manufactu r e ' ring ' hangers . Both are formed into a 
ring from 7mm diameter s t eel welded with a Scarf joint to the sides of a 
bolt hole , the two makes having slightly different shapes . Ropes are 
attached eithe r by l arkS - footing a knot loop over the ring, by tying a 
bowline - on- the- bight t h rough it , or alternatively krabbing the rope to the 
ring in the conventional manner . Although it is more expensive on rope . 
a bowline is generally p r eferred , a larks foot being awkward to form with 
a stiff rope . 

The ring hange r is primarily designed for si t uations where the load is 
appl ied at an g l es between 450 a n d 90 to the rock . However. it is vital that 
the ring lies in the ve r tical plane to avoid dangerous bending moments in the 
bolt . One advan tage of the assymetr ic design of the Petzl ring over the 
circular shape of the T . S .A . vers i on , is that the attached rope is likely to 
occupy a poSition where t he curve of the rin g is tightest thereby encouraging 
the safe orientation of the hanger . 

The ring hanger is normal l y u s ed as a ' universal ' belay where the attached 
load is applied closer to the rock at a n angle around right angles to the 
axis of the bo l t . I n this situation a considerable bending moment is applied 
to the baIt . However , under extreme l oad s which might threaten the integrity 
of the baIt , the ring distorts and aSsumes 'optimum geometry ' (Fig. 5) . If 
the rock is sufficiently har d . r ing hangers should perform quite safely . 

Another hange r of French manufactur e and Known as the CAT (cable amarrage 
T . S.A . ) consists of a swaged loop of wire to which ropes can be larkS-footed 
to form an assembly which resembles a r eef knot - one side of which is wire 
and the other r ope . This configur ation holds the sides of the rope loop 
closely togethe r and with the normal figure-of - eight or nine knots usually 
used for attachment to hangers , the krabbing of cows-tails into the rope is 
particular ly awkward if the rope is held in tension . This problem can be 
overcome by tying a bowlin e - on- the-bight and fastening either one or both 
loops into the CAT - the form of a bowline knot separates the attachment loop 
thereby facilitating the krabbing of cows - tails . 

To reduce harsh flexion in the rope where it is formed over the cable . 
the CAT wires are sheathed with a p l astic tube. Threaded over the wire loop 
is a plastic disc . the function of which is intended to protect the rope 
from harsh contact with the rock face. As such , the CAT is particularly 
suited for hanging ropes from poorly positioned anchors placed above abrasion 
points , its limitation being the strength of the crimping at the join of the 
loop (Fig. 6) . 

A function of bolt hangers is to transfer the load applied by the caver 
to the rope or ladder . to the rock without unduly stressing any of the 
components of the belay . The thinking behind the latest idea in hanger design 
is that the strongest bolt belay is likely to be that in which the number of 
componen ts under load is reduced to an absolute minimum. Such a hanger is 
potentially the smallest and lightest it is possible to have. The ' bollard' 
hanger is a LiZard prototype design of which only the bolt itself is normally 
stressed . 

The ballard hange r consists of a high tensile bolt to which a 'rope cage' 
is held in place by an integral t h readed sleeve. Ropes or ladders . or both, 
are attached to the hanger by passing a loop of rope or wire through the cage 
and hOOking it over the bo l lard . The hanger is then screwed into the anchor. 
the rope being firmly held against the rock around the bolt , and the cage 
lifting the rope away f r om the rock surface below the anchor (Fig . 7). 

The ballard is best suited to situations where the load is applied at a 
Slight angle to the rock . When loaded at other angles, forces are not 
transferred directly to the bolt since the cage serves to deviate the line 
of force . However , since the rope itself is flexible , resultant loads 
applied to the anchor are not significantly greater than the tension in the 
rope. Under normal static loads , components of the ballard resist any 
tendency to bend , but when subjected to high peak forces when shock loaded, 
the cage distorts so that loads are safely transmitted directly to the anchor , 
the bolt being of superior strength that it remains intact. In common with 
all other hanger s with the exception of the . ring' , lOads should not be applied 
to the ballard at angles greater than 450 to the rock surface. 
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CONCLUSION 

An analysis of al l the factors discussed above suggests that the ideal 

position for an anchor is in a rock wall that is Slightly overhanging . This 

ensures that sleeves are least likely to be inundated with water and grit; 

that loads will be applied close to the optimum angle for any hanger so that 

the anchor is stressed least harshly , and , perhaps most important of all . 

ropes belayed to the anchor will hang free of contact with the abr asive rock 

surface . 
One of the most important factors in deciding which hanger to use for a 

given situation is the question of protecting ropes from damage. If the r ock 

is particularly smooth , a certain amount of contact might be tolerated in 

the immediate vicinity of the anchor. but the worst hazard is that of knot 

abrasion caused by protrusions i n the knot oscillating agains t the r ock; this 

is to be avoided at all costs . Some hangers are better than others in this 

respect . If the loop of rope is parallel to the rock , protrusions in the 

knot are of smaller dimensions and so abrasion is less likely . Quite often 

the threat of rope abrasion can be aVoided simply by elongating the at t ach 

ment loop, o r by adding extra carabiners to extend the attachment o r to tur n 

the knot through right angles . In situations where harsh contact cannot be 

avoided using these methods, the rope must be padded , The most effective way 

of padding ropes is to 'bolt ' a mat to the wall - that is , securing the mat 

beneath the hanger bracket, Such mats can be simply made from defunct tackle 

sacks , the draw cord being used to enclose the rope to ensure the two cannot 

separate . Intelligent pitch rigging can overcome any problem . 

All things considered . bolt belays are as safe as the caver choses to make 

them . There are but a few gOlden rules that should always be observed : 

hangers should be firmly bolted to the anchor so that they cannot invert . and 

bolts should be properly tightened so that they cannot accidentally unscrew 

themselves . Finally . because the possibility of stress fracture in the rock 

can never be eliminated, NEVER TRUST YOUR LIFE TO A SINGLE BOLT BELAY , 

June 1982 Dick Lawson 
41 / 3 Station Road 
OakWorth 
Keighley 
West Yorkshire 
8022 ODU 

For recommendations on the placing of bolts readers 

are referred to the article by Paul Seddon on "Bolt belays 

for SRT w in Caves & Caving , no.12, May, 1981 . 
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ROCK DRILLS 

J . S. Davis 

Most cavers interested in drilling techniques 
Russum drill which appeared about ten years ago . 
of brace and bit with the jacking mechanism being 
It was fairly large and suffered from the need of 
size and heavy weight . 

will have heard of the 
This used the principle 
a hand-operated screw jack . 
two active hands, large 

There has been fo r a l ong time the need for a new type of drill which was 
self - jacking , robust, light weight and trouble- free. Attempts have been made 
with soree success (Sam Heath and Phil Pappard) and experience has been gained 
as a resu l t. For examp l e , thrust bearings pre-set to Slip at predetermined 
loads have been used , but have failed due to grit getting inside the bearings. 

The purpose of a r ock dril l is to put holes in where they are needed so 
that they a r e suitable for the inten ded use . For example, it is no use 
putt i ng in a hole for a removable Rawlpl ug - type expansion bolt if it is not 
accurately drilled t r ue and parallel . 

Therefor e , there is a need for a drill versatile enough to produce holes 
of all sor t s in any pos i tion. In practice , however , this does not seem to 
be possible because of strength considerations. BUCkling forces required to 
produce fai l ure of a drill reduce with the square of the length. so that a 
drill for use over a Sm span has to be made much stronger than a drill for 
use over O.15m. In other wor ds, it is more sense to have one small drill for 
narrow rifts and bedding planes and one drill for everything else. 

The solut i on adopted has therefore been to have two drills with an over
lapp i ng dri l l ing length . 

BASIC PRINCIPLE OF JACKING 

The drill is propel led forward when the tangential brake applied to the 
outside of the jaCK over comes the friction hetveen the threads of the screw
jack, thus extending the jaCk until the drilling pressure in turn reverses 
the situation an d causes the brake to Slip . Use of a simple adjustable brake 
thus allows any size of drill to be used. 

DESIGN POINTS 

Important deSign points of the drills are: 
1 . Use of sufficiently strong and durable thrust bearings which c a n be 

stripped dovn easily for cleaning. 
2 . Positioning of thrust bearing at rear of drill. 
3 . Use of Single point tungsten carbide tip for location o f jack base on 

back wall . 
4 . Machining of all parts parallel to ensure drilling of true holes. 
5 . Use of brace vhich does not deflect under the pressures used. 
6 . Use of adequately strong, but light-weight materialS especially for 

extension tubes . 

Both drills incorporate all these points so they can be USed success
fUlly in all places where ther e is a point to jack off. The larger drill 
(Mk.3) can also be used to drill holes where there isn ' t any jaCking point 
by using a tripod attached to the item needing drilling using wire belays 
and self - d r illing anchors (SDA ' s) . 

DRILL BIT DESIGN AND CHOICE 

There are t wo vays in which rock may be removed by mechanical drilling 
in the conven tional sense i 
1. Grinding 
2. CruShing 

Grinding is normally adopted where diamond drilling is used, whereas 
crUShing is typ ified by the star dri~l. In the middle, there are the 
tUngsten carbide bits which operate best under crushing conditions. Most 
n;y home elect ric drills, for example, operate at too high a speed f o r 'WC' 
t~Pped drills a n d are on ly successful in burning out the tip by grinding it 
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a way , unless a s peed reducer is used . 

Speed o f r o tatio n o f drills and pressure of drilling are the two 

control l i n g f actor s o n r a te of drilling. Low pressure plus high speed is 

used fo r d iamond d r illing whereas high pressure p l us low speed is used for 

'WC· tipped d ri l l s . 
Diamond cor e dr i lls of 50mm . and 110mm . has been adapted for use with the 

Hk . 3 drill wh i c h a l lows water to pass through the drill and flush out rock 

waste . However, t h e d i a mond drills can only be used with the brace. because 

insufficient s peed is obta inable if the ratchet is used. 

' WC ' tip ped drills may be s olid or core type . Core drills are only a 

real advantage a t l a r ge d iameters because a large wall thickness is necessary 

to ho l d the 'WC' tips . Solid drills suffer from having to remove the 

cen tre of the hole which i s the mos t difficult part . Use of a chuck is 

not recomme nded because l a rge drills simply spin round in them . Oirect 

threading into the drill o r hexa gon bar is suggested in o r der to prevent 

slipping . 
A modificatio n of t he solid drill has been suggested by offsetting the 

t wo halves of t h e drill tip in such a way that a small gap is left in the 

middle . The theor y behind this i s that the small piece of rock left in the 

middle wil l be insuff iciently strong to remain . an d will simply shear off . 

This should resu l t i n a fas t e r drilling rate and in practice this has been 

r eported b y P h i l Pappa rd. 
Resharpening o f dr i l ls only a pplies to ' WC ' type . The angle of tip and 

throw are critical and res harpening should only be done by a skilled person. 

Core drills are even more d i f ficu lt to resharpen , particularly since the 

inner faces need r esh a rpening , and if they are expected to drill straight 

afterwar ds . 
The angle of tip h aS obviouSly been researched by the manufacturers , but 

it must be bor ne i n mind that the d rills in a caving context are being used 

outside the r ange fo r which t hey were intended . There is therefore , room 

for practical wo r k and a l ite ratu re s u rvey in this a rea. 

Sizes of d r ill depend o n t he use of the hole. Sma ll diameter drills 

less than l Omm . are not sui t a ble beca use they tend to buckle under the 

pressures used . In practice, it is easier and safer , if the hole is inten ded 

for an anchor , to put i n lar ge r an c h ors 12- 15 mrn. and l a rger . An attempt has 

been made to standardise on drill s izes of 12 , IS , 24 and 32 rom . since these 

have been adopted by mos t of the a nchor manufacturers . 

USES OF THE Mk.2 AND Mk . 3 DRILLS 

The Mk . 2 and Mk . 3 dril ls can be used for the following purposes I 

1 . Permanen t a nchor s . 
2 . Artificial hand-ho l ds . 
3 . Peg holes for use with a "Ch e ating stick" a nd slin g . 

4 . Holes for plugs and feath e rs or des tructive exansion bolts. 

5. Shot holes . 
6 . Drain holes , e . g . fo r sumps . 

The requirements for anchors have been covered by a NCA report . but to 

reiterate , they must have holes drilled parallel, straight and be of correct 

diameter and depth i n o rde r to ensure optimum strength. Holes for p l ugs a n d 

feathers also need t o be drilled accurately in order for them to be effective. 

However, plugs a nd feathe r s a re not av a ilable now unless made to special order, 

so alternat i v e s h ave b e en loo ked at . The technical i n formation supplied by 

anchor manufactu r ers , especially Hilti , is very u s eful because, in general , 

large anchors tend to cause material f a ilure rather than anchor failure . 

Consequently , the obvious move of us ing a l a rge anchor intentionally to 

cause rock fai l u r e has b e e n trie d with s uccess . 

The Hilti data re l ates fa ilu r e l oad to bolt diameter , depth and distance 

from the edge of t h e test block. In practice, holes should not be drilled 

more than 2 . 4x ho l e dept h from a n edge, and in order to encourage breakage 

should be l ess than 1 . 5x ho le depth from an edge. The implication of this i s 

that holes of 32rr~ . d iameter should be a dequate to produce cavable passage , 

and in the case o f not being a ble to get the bolt i n the hole (e.g. , in a 

narrow r ift) use of 24 mm . bolts would wo rk . 

Bolts suitable fo r thi s type of us e a r e those which have a high bolt diam · 

to hole diam . r atio , bu t wh ich can s till be removed in the event that failure 

doesn ' t occur. 
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cost of plugs and feathers are £26 per set whereas bolts are between £3 - £5 
each . 

At the moment work is being done on expanding cements which are commercially 
available for use as non-explosive demolition agents, but no information has 
been published in a caving context . 

RATES OF DRILLING 

Test drilling to date has been mostly qualitative rather than quantitative, 
but a programme of tests is in progress . 

Qualitatively , drilling rates of mm. per minute are attainable using a 
24mm . solid ' WC ' drill using the Mk.3 drill with brace . Ratchet operation on 
both Mk.2 and Mk . 3 drills using 15 mm., using 24 mm and 29 mm solid ' WC' drills 
produce rates of 25 mm per minute; however , these are under ideal conditions. 
Realistically , 29 rom holes 150 mm deep have been drilled consistently in very 
restricted bedding planes in less than half an hour. 

To conclude, the basic designs of the Mk.2 and Mk.3 drills and their 
f lexible application provide a successful method for drilling holes in a caving 
context . 

This is intended as the first of a series of articles on the drilling of 
holes and their uses . Planned experimental work will be published and any 
comments or information from other interested people is welcome. 

Ideas which are also worthy of investigation arel 

1 . Development of a tangential drive for drills. 
2. Efficient pneumatic drills. 
3. Butane powered internal combustion engine with a carbon monoxide adsorber. 
4. HydraUlic drills have definite advantages over compressed air because of 

the higher pressures available - 2000 psi compared to 100 psi for compressed 
ai r . 

5 . Chemical methods for dilling holes such as acid-etching, plasma blasting 
and heating methods (thermite, oxy - acetylene, thermic lance) . 
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SCALING POLES 

J. S . Davis 

Scaling high caverns may be accomplished by free climbing o r by using various 

aids . These aids may be removable , e . g . pegs or chockS , or fixed anchors , e . g . 

self -drilling anchors o r recoverable anchors from drilled holes . 

In conjunction with the method of attachment to the rock . there are other 

aids which can be used - etrier s , bolting platforms , scaling pol es and stempl es . 

Scaling poles have been used for a long time , but r ather crudel y an d with a 

"Hope for the best " attitude as far as their st r engths were concer ned . No 

theoretical evaluation of their strengths waS available until my articles i n 

8CRA Trans . Vol . 7, No.4, pp . 200- 204 , (December , 1980) and i n Trans . Vol . 9 , 

No . 3 , (September, 1982) . However , this has had to be amended because of 

theoretical error s which produced a much lower allowable loading than now 

permitted . A condensed data sheet i s included at the end of this a r ticle 

containing correct values and suggested sizes for scaling po l es . 

In practical terms, the fallowing requirements should be considered l 

1 . Safe working load 
2. operating length 
3. weight 
4 . Manoeuvrability . 

Safe working loads fo r r opes , anchors , and SRT equipment in gener al seem to 

be standardizing around 1000 kg. To achieve this for scaling poles would make 

them too heavy as a practical caving item. and. in any case , they do not need 

such a large safety factor as implied by the 1000 kg . figure . The reasons for 

adopting this attitude a re that shock-loading should not occur unless cavers 

are unbelievablY stupid or fall of rock occurs . A safety factor has obviouSly 

got to be adopted and a 4x factor has been chosen . This allows for weakness 

of joints and an educated guess. It is realized that these statements may be 

criticised and any comments or discussion will be welcome . 

Operating length must be long enough to be vorth taKing it un derg r ound in 

viev of the availability of bolting platforms . Hovever, a pole should not be 

too long for safety reasons because it is necessary to be able to see the e n d 

of the pole clearly , otherwise there i s a great danger from loose rock fa l l i ng . 

The pole should also reduce to easily carriable proportions and be made of a 

material strong enough to take normal caving wear and tear . 

The weight of the pole should be such that , when assembled , it is easily 

lifted and positioned by one person . 
Manouevrability covers easy carr ying and positioning . 

The techniques of using scaling poles haS not been very refined to date 

although some have been used to leap-frog up avens . When considering 

techniques, simplicity should be foremost as it is very easy to get in a 

muddle when too much gear is l iterally hanging around . 

Firstly, self-lining is adv i sed because of the strength reduction of the 

pole if life-lining through a pulley by another caver is adopted. This is 

because the effective load on the pole ia doubled and hence , the strength of 

the pole halved. 
A refinement designed to reduce Shock-loading on the pole and the caver i s 

the use of a pulley at the end of the pole and an anchorage for the rope about 

a third of the vay down , thus reduc ing risk o f both rope and pole failure . 

A second point to consider is whether l adders or SRT should be used . The 

answer to this is that if you have SRT sorted out properly then use it , 

otherwise use ladders. (Don't use a scalin g pole for your first S RT trip ! ) . 

The reasons for favouring SRT are that it reduces the tackle required , the 

load on the pole and the gear to carry. Hovever, ladders a r e p r obably easier 

for scales of two pol e l ength s o r less. 

A "Frog" technique is recommended for use with 2 SRT ropes . The ropes need 

to be 10 metres longer than the scale . 

SCALING TECHNIQUE 

1. The pole is assembled and raised . 

2 . The caver ascends rope and uses drill or SDA (self-drilling anchor) to 

place 2 anchors - one for caver an d one for pole . Anchors should be 

vertically spaced about o ne third of a me t re apart . 
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3 . The caver attaches a cow's tail to krab to bottom anchor hanger and then 
attaches pulley to krab on top bolt. 

4 . A second SRT rope attached to the bottom o f the pole is used for hauling 
by passing it through the pulley on the top bolt . 

5 . A hauling party then raises the pole whilst the caver at the top guides 
the pole into it ' s next position. In the event of there not being a 
hauling party, the caver can raise the pole alone by using his ascending 
gear. 

6 . The bottom of the pole is then attached to the top bolt, and the caver 
removes hauling rope and attaches it to himself . 

7 . A wire belay can be used to connect the two bolts together . 
8. The caver then swings across to opposite wall (if there is one) using 

the bottom rope for a slow swing, and then ascends to top of pole. 
9. The caver then places two more anchors and repeats process. 

10. At any time, the caver can be relieved. 
11. At the tope of the scale , a natural belay is preferred for de-rigging, 

with the objective of recovering as many bolts as possible if 15 rom . 
removable bolts are used. 

The pole in present use has been designed for use in avens or rifts with 
a maximum of 5m width so that a minimum of 5m height is gained on each leg. 
The maximum height in avens less than 2m height is about 8m. The pole has 
been designed for use with a self-jacking rock drill which is covered by the 
accompanying article. 

It is proposed to extend the pole by two sections to make use of the 
4x safety factor, therefore increasing the maximum height scalable from 8m to 
11m. 

Two special hangers were originally made in order to remove the risk of 
incorrect loading on the anchors, but these were very heavy for what they were 
and have since been declared obsolete and replaced by improved 'pin' ends. 

J. S . Davis 
The Old Reading Room 
selside, Settle, 
N. Yorkshire, BD24 OHZ 

Appendix Scaling Pole Strength CalCUlations 

4 4 
Fmax = 33913x(d2 -dl ) 

2 
L (tt) 

Values f or d~ -d~) for different diameter scaling poles. 

3" (34 4 24.31 -2 . 7444 ) = 
4 

4" ( 4 -3 . 744 ) = 59.51 

5" (54 _4 . 7444 ) = 118 . 50 

6" ( 64 4 -5 . 744 ) 207 . 43 

By substitut ing in rearranged equation for HT 30 aluminium tube I 

L(ft) = t30.83X(d~ _d~)1/2 
For 5x safety factor & 100 Kg l oad 

Diam . Length weight 
Ins . ft. lbs. 

3 
4 
5 
6 

27.4 
42 . 83 
60 . 44 
79 . 97 

38 . 6 
80.5 

142.6 
226.3 

For 4x 

Diam . 
Ins. 

3 
4 
5 
6 

2.' 

safety factor • 100 Kg load 

Length Weight 
ft . lbs. 

30 . 61 43.2 
47 . 89 90.0 
67 .57 159 . 5 
89 .41 253 . 0 



However, because of overlap the following % need to be addedl 

3 " - 18 . 75% 3" - 51.3 lbs 

4" - 25.0% Giving 
4" - 112.5 lbs Total weights 

5" - 31 . 25% 5" - 209 . 3 lbs 

6" - 37. % 6" - 347.9 Ibs 

It is r ecommended tha t the 3" pole is adopted for rescue use because it 

incorporates an easily erected pole with light weight, and capability of 

use in the 'Zig -Zag ' technique where one caver should be able to lift and 

r eposition the pole by himself. 
Suggested accessories based on SRT frog technique arel 

2 x scaled height of SRT r o pe 4 x oval screw gate carabiners, 

5 mm Rawbolts o r 14.3 nun Philips Redheads - 2 x per leg , 

2 x pulleys - Petzl type. 
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SCALING TECHNIQUES 

Geoff Barber 

ABSTRACI' 

A revi ew of scaling me thods used underground is presented with special emphasis on bolting . 
Three basic bolting techniques are discussed. Foot loop and etrier methods being covered 
briefly. Platform bolting is covered in more detail with a step by step account of self
lining whilst solo- bolting . 

Much has been wri t t en over the years about rigging pitches for descent by 
ladder a n d l i n e o r SRT but scant attention has been paid to rigging routes 
to ascend pitches f r om the base . 

On expl oration of new caves the caver is sometimes requi r ed to scale 
vertical rock faces . Usually this occurs when following streams back towards 
their source , either inlets to a cave or exploration from the resurgence . 
Less f r equently attempts are made to overcome ' terminal ' sumps by lOOking 
for older high level passages headin g downstream. In Britain the lUre of 
inlets and avens is strong with lots of extensions to caves having been found 
over the years and Langst r oth Pot , for example , having been fully explored 
from the r esurgence . 

In this article I shall talk about three methods of ascent , free-climbing, 
maypoling an d bolting . Only bolting will be covered in any detail , three 
methods being discussed. 

FREE CLIMBING 

Because of t h e da r k and claustrophobic n~ture of caves people often comment 
on thei r l ack of fear of heights underground. Cavers chimney out over huge 
drops to r ig pitches which would make them cringe with fear on the surface . 
This advantage of cave drops usually injects cavers with a bravado which 
works con trary to their instincts for self preservation . 

Although limestone is looked on as a sound, hard rock , normally very clean 
for Climbing on underground , often in new passages just the opposite is 
found . In spray-washed shafts the wallS become etched and fretted leaving 
flakes and spikes which are far weaker than expected . Cavers are more used 
to rigging the tops of pitches away from the effects of this spray and only 
when it comes to scaling is the full effect of etching appreciated . 

Once aware of the dubious nature of the rock the climber can sometimes 
choose a route between close walls affording the chance to lean back and rest, 
The danger of under - estimating the height and dispensing with protection 
should be avoided . The difficulty of rescue must always be borne in mind. 

Cavers not used to rock climbing should remember that the majority of 
caving ropes are not designed to take the sort of shock load liable to be 
met with shoul d the climber fall any distance . If a Climbing rope is used 
much of the shock f r om a fall will be absorbed by the stretch in the rope . 
If an SRT rope we r e to be used the shock will be transmitted to the ends of 
the rope . Not only will this hurt or injure the climber but the chances are 
that the life-liner (belayer) wi l l be unable to arrest the fall - it is not 
his life after all . 

On undergroun d shafts natura l protection is scarce. Good threads are few 
and far between and loops over spikes will pull off if dragged upward by 
the climber . The l i mestone dissolves from the outer surface giving cracks 
and beddings which become narr ower as they deepen making the placing of 
chocks difficult. 

Pitons can be used but bolts are safer which takes us on to bolting later 
in this article. 

Snow and ice techniques have been used to good effect on mud wallS under
grOund and only in this case can climbing be considered a safer option to 
bolt i ng _ after all you cannot trust bolts placed in mud ! 

t-.tAYPOLING · 

This teChnique has been put to good use over many years and a lot of 
cave has been explored thanks to the stalwart men and their maypoles. The 
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discussion of poles and their use is covered in the paper by Jim Davis so 

little will be said here. 
The idea is to take lengths of pole down to the aven and then join them 

together as you push them up the aven. A rope or ladder and double lifeline 

are fastened to the end. Once erect the pole is positioned leaning against 

the wall and the base secured by some means , the brave explorer then 

prussikS up the rope (or climbs the ladder). 

The problems of the system are ones of weight versus strength and safety . 

The pole and its couplings should be strong enough so as not to buckle a n d 

bend under their own weight plus that of the climber . The advantage over 

bolting is speed but the carry into the cave must be considered as a major 

factor . 
It must be borne in mind that protection for the climber comes only from 

the pole itself and should that fail the c limber will fall the distance 

Scaled . Ascents of over 40 feet have been achieved by this method. The 

limiting factor being the weight of pole to be heaved erect . 

Stabilizing the pole can be a problem and to this end stays or guys can 

be held either side of the pale if the morphology of the aven permits this . 

Once at the top it is possible for the climber to place bolts in the wall 

both for protection and also to give a base for a second ascent . If the aven 

is of the right dimensions by drawing up the pole and securing it to the wall 

with the top leaning back to the o pposite wallar into an alcove it is 

possible to make further ascents . 

BOLTING 

With the advent of the self-drilling rock anchor a safe , quiCk and fairly 

efficient means of placing belays became aVailable to cavers . By purely 

artificial means of scaling , sheer , blank walls of rock can be mounted. The 

Climber hanging from one bolt to place the next and by leaving the bolts in 

place as runners can protect himself against falling . 

With judicious use of a Climbing rope the bolting can be done solo , doing 

away with the need to have someone Shivering at the base of the pitch whilst 

belaying . The use of a safety line complicates the process but should NEVER 

be dispensed with. When choosing a place to bolt the r oute shOUld be 

carefully inspected. The Objective . if visible . should not overrule other 

problems. It is always better to take a line of ascent away from falling 

water even if this should mean having to traverse sideways into the passage 

once at the top. Areas of loose and shattered rock and overhangs should be 

avoided . A diagonal line may take one through beds of sound rock where a 

vertical line vould be Unsafe. Ledges often afford traverses at height to 

alter the line of ascent. 
Three methods of bolting are described with their advantages and drawbackS . 

The method of self-lining is common to all three and is only described under 

platform bolting . 

FOOT-LOOP BOLTING 

1. An anchor is placed at a convenient height a nd a hanger is bolted to it . 

2. A long cow's tail and an adjustable foot-loop are Clipped into the bolt . 

3. The foot-loop is adjusted and by standing in it the climber Clips in his 

short cow's tail . 
4. Hanging by his short cow ' s tail the foot-loop is adjusted and the climber 

stands to clip into the bolt with a karabiner Clipped directly to his sit 

harness . 
5. Hanging by his sit harness , steadied by bracing knees against the rock, 

the climber places the next bolt . 

The gain between bolts is one metre, the stance is uncomfortable to 

maintain and the only point in faVOUr of this method is that it requires no 

special equipment. Protection is as for platform bolting. 

ETRIER BOLTING 

1. An anchor is placed at a convenient height and a hanger is bolted to it . 

2. Two entriers are hung from the bolt. 

3. The climber climbs an etrier and clips in his short cow ' s tail. 

4. with one foot in each etrier a good stance can be maintained to place 

the second bolt. 
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5 . By han ging from the second bolt by his long cow ' s tail the etriers are 
moved up a n d t he sequence begins again . 

This is the conventional bO l tin g method . The stance using etriers is 
far more comfor tabl e t h at that usin g a foot-lOOp . By using a knee brace 
as on t he boltin g p l atform more height can be gained , up to 1.2 metres. 
Protection is as fo r platform bolting . 

PLATFORM BOLTING 

Various designs of p l atform have been deve l oped over the years . The basic 
principl e is to enable the climber to stand at , or just below. the bolt. 
With the previous two methods the climber hangs bodily from the bolt and 
balancing has been of little diffiCUlty. Once the centre of gravity is 
moved above the bol t, as it is with the platform , stability becomes a major 
problem . The design of the platform must combat this instability. 

The author uses a platform as designed by Rocourt (Fig . 1); the down -
ward l oad i s t ransferred to the bolt as an almost tensile pull and necessitates 
the use of r i n g hanger s to avoid the l evering action one would get from 
convention al han ger s . In conjunction with the platform two short etriers 
are also USed and two long cow ' s tails . 

The sequence described ensures that the climber is at all times safe
guarded by the r ope . It is necessary to use climbing rope as it is possible 
that the climber could fall four metres should a bolt fail. 

1 . The rope is tied off to a suitable belay at the base of the pitch for an 
UPWARD pull, e.g . a thread , around a large block or to two bolts with 
hangers inv erted. 

2 . Place fi r st anchor at a convenient height and insert a ring hanger and 
karabine r . 

3 . Take rope and clip figure of eight knot into krab as in Fig. 2. 
4 . Clip long et r ier to bolt and attach platform. 
5. Clip into bolt with cow ' s tail. 
6 . Climb long etrier . steady platform and transfer weight to short etrier 

which hangs from it . Climb onto platform. 
7 . Clip waist karabiner to top of upright of platform and put brace behind 

knees . These two attachments enable the climber to lean back in a 
comfortable stance . 

S. Place second bolt as high as possible . 
9. Clip second cow ' s tail to second bolt. Reach down and take bight of 

rope up to second bolt and tie figure of eight knot. Clip knot into 
krab at second bolt . 

10. Untie figur e of eight knot from first baIt then replace rope in the 
krab to act as a runner . Whilst doing this the climber is attached by 
cow ' s tails to two bolts . Feed the slack rope through the knot at the 
second bolt without untying the knot. 

11 . Hang from cow ' s tail and take long etrier from first bolt up to second. 
12 . unclip platform and first cow ' s from bolt and move platform to second 

bolt . Th is manouevre is easier if the climber clips onto the second 
rung of the long etrier by a krab on his sit harness . 

13. Once the platform is secured at the second bolt it is just a matter of 
star ting again at stage 6 climbing onto the platform and clipping in 
ready to place bolt number three . 

As the route pr ogresses the picture becomes clear as in Fig . 3. The climber 
is always fastened to the rope at the top by his cow's tail . Should the top 
bolt fail he will fall up to four metres before the rope running up through 
the bolts begins to stretch and arrest his fall . With the rope running free 
down to the sac it is possible to abseil off and return later by prussiking 
back up. The platform method of bolting is very comfortable as the climber 
stands rather than hangs enabling bolts to be placed faster and a much larger 
area of rock is within reach. This itself makes things safer but also 
enables the bolts to be placed to one side moving the route diagonally up the 
face if necessary . When bolting from foot-loopS or etriers the climber is 
held into the rock allowing little scope for sideways reach . The gain is 
good around 1 . B to 2 metres . 

There are disadvantages to the platform method, the main one being the 
bulk of the equipment to carry into the cave and move from bolt to bolt. It 
is unlikely that a freshly placed bolt will fail but if it should whilst 
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the Climber is stood on the platform not only will he fall but the platform 

will fall with him, attached to his waist . . ... the consequences could be 

quite dangerous. 
All the techniques mentioned in this paper are valid and have their 

place. If the route is free-climbable then the chances are that it has 

already been climbed, unless it is down a new cave . Scaling usually involves 

a combination of methods , Climbing where one can, bolting for protection , and 

using the bolts for scaling when the holds run out . Maypoles can be used to 

overcome shattered sections halfway up a bolt route if the aven is of the 

right dimensions. 
No matter which method you choose the most important point is that you do 

it safely . 
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THE WEAK LINK 

A . Eavis 

When considering the st r ength of a n S . R. T . system you have to look at 
the strengt h of each indiv idual c omponen t . The r e is lit t le poin t in 
ins i s t i n g on using karab iners v ith an oper ating strenqth of 3 , 500 Kgf if 
the ac t ual usable s t r e n g t h of the r ope is only 1 , 000 Kgf . To sta r t with 
it is worth goin g through the system starting with the body and finishin g 
wi t h the belay . 

THE BODY 

There have been man y discussions over what force a human body can 
withstan d i n an S .N . T . situation without permanent damage . A figu r e fo r 
a person t aking a dynami c load onto a good seat or body harness of 1, 200 Kg f 
is often used as the poin t up t o which only bruising occurs . Th i s has been 
a r r ived at by looki n g at a lo t of test data produced b y the U.S .A. Nationa l 
Aero n autics and Space Administ r ation and also actual drop tests performed 
by climber s . Fro m pe r sona l experience 600 kgf in a good sit harness is 
pa inful a nd I wou l d think that bones could start breaking at nearer 1 , 000 Kgf 
than 1 , 200 Kgf . 

THE HARNESS 

Most modern h a rnesses when new are adequately strong , but after hard 
u se they can s oon s u ffer damage suffic~ent to r e d uce their strength very 
considerably . Caving must be most punishing and most climbing harnesses a r e 
not designed for continuous rubbing as in a tight cave situatiQn . Most 
h a r n esses fa il in a progr essive manner and are fairly e l astic so they have 
reaSon able energy dissipating characteristics . In a dynamic load s i tuat i on 
o n an S . N. T . s ystem one would not expect the harness to fail unless it had 
been d a maged by a brasion , etc . 

THE KARABINER 

There a r e a lot of popular fallacies connected wi th karabiners . People 
h a v e t ended t o think o f them as being so strong there is no chance of them 
ever fa iling ; this has now been shown to be totally untrue . Karabiners are 
normally very s trong when the gate is closed and they are loaded along their 
l o n g ax i s ( t ypi ca lly 2 , 000 kgf) , if the gate is not closed this drops 
d r a ma t ically t o say 1 , 000 kgf or less , and i f loaded across the long axis 
t h i s str ength is typically below 500 kgf . This means that in practice that 
i f a caver t a kes a fall , if in the moment before the rope goes tight the 
kara biner twist s o r the gate opens , it cou l d easily fail. The most common 
reas on f o r this h a ppe ning are the use of badly designed karabine r s , not 
closing the s c r e w-gate and carrying gear on load- bearing karabiners . 

THE DESCENDERS 

It is poss ible t h at a dynamic load could be applied to an S . R . T . system 
whil e the pa rtic ipant is descending , so it is worth considering the str ength 
of descenders . 

The weake s t common descende r .... il l be the rapel raCk': destruction tests 
have unro lled a s imple pig - tail at less than 500 kgf and snapped r ack bars at 
fo r ces on l y Slightly h igher . I t must be remembe r ed . however , that , unless 
the f a lling caver has his rope locked off to his rack , Slip must occur to 
d i ssipate e nergy . The r ack itself fails progressively again dissipating energy 
So it i s fairly unl ikely to fail total l y . The same is not true of self-locki ng 
descenders where r ope Slippage is unlikely as a falling caver would probably 
re l e ase the ope r a ting handle thus locking- off the device . 

THE ASCENDERS 

The philosophy of the strength of a prusiker/rope system is an interesting 
one . It is no r eal advantage if the device is very strong but cuts through 
t he r o pe a t a l ow force . In many situations it is going to be much more 
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serious if the rope is cut through than if the device fails . If the top 

device fails in a fall situation , the second or third prusiker will almost 

certainly hold , but if the top device cuts through the r ope it is obviouS l y 

a disastrous situation. Appendix 1 gives some idea of the strength of some 

devices . It is interesting to notice that the strongest sprung cam device 

has an ultimate tensile strength of 550 kgf , whereas the strongest rope 

walker is about 1000 kgf. If we consider a human body capable of taking 

1 , 000 kgf there is obviouSly a good argument for the other components in 

the system taking the same force or dissipating energy in a way that 

prevents this force being produced . Since with a fall onto an ascender 

there will be little or no Slip it would be idea l if they would fail at a 

force between 1,000 and 1 . 200 kgf without cutting through the rope . 

THE ROPE 

Modern S.R.T. ropes should be carefully deSigned pieces of engineering . 

If the human body is fatally damaged by a certain force there is no r eal 

point in making the actual usable strength of t he rope higher than this . 

Ideally an S.R.T. rope is not to be elastic when being used normally , and 

very elastic when having to arrest a falling body . This is difficult to 

achieve in practice . Some ropes have a very stiff core which actually fai l S 

at a load greater than that normally applied: the elastic sheath then holds 

the fall giving forces never greater than 1,000 kgf . If an absolute figur e 

has to be given for the recommended strength you could say that a body would 

be very badly damaged at 1,500 kgf so to take into account the knots in the 

system, wear , degradation etc. this should be doubled to give say , 3 , 000 kgf . 

There seems little point in an S.R . T . rope being very much stronger than this . 

THE BELAY 

This is the first link in the chain where the rope is attached to the 

rock. If the rope is tied to a natural belay the attachment is as strong as 

the knot or the cutting action of any sharp rock etc. This is largely taken 

into account if a 3,000 kgf rope is used. If a second belay material is used 

(tape or wire rope for example) they must also be at least 3,000 kgf as must 

the karabiner. Many ~ire belays are not as strong as this and often badly 

placed tape Slings would fail considerably below this force . If a bolt is 

used as a belay each component of this system must be examined . The shear 

strength of a 7mm bolt may not be as high as 3 , 000 kgf and if it has been 

over-tightened the actual tensile strength available could and often is ver y 

much lower than this figure . The bolt hanger is also a potential weak link 

with a strength often as low as 500 kgf . If the main bolt failS any back-up 

bolt will almost certainly then fail from the shock load. 

The way in which the rope is attached to the rock is probably the most 

important factor in S.R .T. In all the previous discussions there have been 

references to the ultimate tensile strength of each component in an S.R.T. 

system, and certain figures have been quoted for some components . But , 

apart from the rope snagging on a pitch . the only way in which these forces 

can arise in a caving situation is from the failure of a part of the primary 

belay (if the back-up belay fails as well the only force encountered will be 

mg). Consequently the most important decision one has to make when using 

S.R.T. is the choice of the primary belay (or belays) . 

Direct attachments to solid natural belay points are h ard to beat in any 

respect but these are not always present (or at least not obvious), but 

where they are present they should be used in preference to any bolt t ha t 

is present, unless the use of that bolt gives a significantly better rig , 

though ideally both should be used , as , in most cases, a natural bel ay would 

be stronger and therefore safer than a bolt . It must be stressed though 

that not all natural belay points are satiSfactory , and just because a belay 

point has vear marks Showing that it has been used for many years does not 

make it safe; the failure of one such belay point almost caused the demi se 

of the author~ 
Where there are no natural belay points an artificial one has to be used 

such as a bolt, beam . piton, climbing chock etc . The most commonly 

encountered artificial belay is the self-drilling bolt (usually 6mm) . which 

when inserted correctly in sound rock is perfectl~ adequate provided the bolt 

is not overtightened - if you try hard enough it ~s possible to ahear a bolt 

simply by tightening it up . The problem with this type of bolt is that it 

deteriorates due to corrosion and it is not possible to inspect it once this 

has happened. The rate of corrosion or its effect on strength in a cave 
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environment is not known, so maybe every time one uses an old bolt one should 
be prepared for the consequences . unfortunately many inexperienced cavers 
tend to believe that bolts are the greatest thing ever invented and never use 
a back-up belay when there is a bolt present and as a result we shall lose a 
number of promising cavers . 

In general , the ability of artificial belays to withstand the shock loads 
caused , for example , by someone slipping at the top of a pitch is not very 
good . This is especial l y true in the case of bolts and wire belays which do 
not absor b ene r gy very well . Remember it's the fall factor that counts and 
not the distance. so take care at the top of pitches . 

CONCLUSI ctJS 

A human body is able to withstand a force of about 1 , 000 kgf in a good 
harness and dynamic fall situat ion . This means that the other components of 
the system should be at least as strong as this . At present many components 
are not this strong . Many descenders fail below this force as do all sprung
loaded ascenders . Ropewalker type devices often cut through the rope below 
this force any many types of artificial belays are not strong enough . 

Manufacturers should be striving to increase the strength of the component 
parts of the S . R . T . system . Rope manufacturers should be trying to reduce the 
peak force produced in a fall but not at the expense of losing inelasticity 
at low loads. 

APPENDIX 1 

ASCENDERS 

Rope Walkers Ultimate tensile Strength 

Gibbs 1 , 000 kgf 

Lewis 775 kgf 

Sprung Devices 

Jumar 

CMI 5000 

Petzl Jammer 
(Early) 

550 kgf 

530 kgf 

500 kgf 

Notes 

Elongation of holes in sheath 
allowed Cam to turn inside out . 
Rope damaged and probably close 
to breaking. 

Distortion of sheath holes and 
deformation of rope contact area 
on sheath allowed cam to turn inside 
out. Slight increase in sheath 
thickness would give much stronger 
device. 

Distortion of cam which allowed 
device to turn inside out . New 
Jumar has stronger cam . 

The wrap around opened out allowing 
the cam to pull through . New device 
is stronger in this respect. 

The cam distorted and pUlled through. 
Later devices have stronger cams . 

N.B. The spring clamps are very much stronger if.the ~ams are 
prevented from turning inside out. A karab1ner 1n the top 
hole of most of them stops this and greatly increases the 
strength of the rope/device system . Typically the rope would 
fail by severe cutting by the cam at about 1.000 kgf . 

June 1982 
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DO - IT-YOURSELF EQUIPMENT TESTING 

Paul Ramsden 

ABSTRACT 

A lever system is described to produce static loads . Test results on l adder components 

are given . 

A drop test is described to produce shock loads which can be used to test the safety of 

all sorts of equipment. The concept of Fall Factor is examined together with Peak For ce (or 

Impact FOrce ) to see how closely the test approaches r eality . Test results on Cows Tai ls , showing 

the big difference between new and used tape are given , together with other tests on used rope . 

A lever system for static testing 

Many people will have heard frightening tales of t es t s done on ladders , 

~hich failed at just above bodyweight. If you have been around long enough 

you may have seen articles on strengths of ladders etc ., but most of these 

are out of print. The caver of today may have no idea of the risk he faces , 

through lack of knOWledge or misuse of equipment . The lever system is a simple 

method of producing static loads , which although not ve r y accurate can be used 

for testing gear , in this case commercially made ladder . 

Fig. 1 The Lever principle 

distance A 

f 

Pivot or fulc r um 

dis t ance B 

bar or l ever i 
Jo'or ce t2 

Forc e W1 X Distance A = Forc e "2 X Di stance B(at equilibri um) 

A test Rig waS made from scaffOlding poles. If distance A is a constan t 

small Value and the Force W2 is a known bOdyweight , the Force WI can be 

increased by increasing distance B . 

The weight of the pole is a known constant value . On this rig the 

lever had marks with multiples of distance A , so that if for exampl e the 

bodyweight is applied at 4 times distance A, then a force Wl of 

4 X bodyweight is produced on the text item . 

Alternatively: Force WI (Load on Test item) = Bodywei9ht X Distance B 
D~stance A 
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Fig . 2 Test Rig 

clamps !1 scarrolding 

I, ' r /~1 
oolea 

Numhers on the pole are 
multiples of force applied 
on the tape 

Teet 
Item 

00 I 

~ 1 

A 

Fixed 
I Point 
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I Pivot 
point 

I 

A 

21 31 41 5 £.1 B 

Tape moved away from 
pivot to increase 
force on test item 

body weight applied 
by tape sling 

Dist artce jI, and Body ''''eight are cons tant 
'''eight of the pole i s als o a known constant 

Ladders are designed to taKe relatively small loads, say 2 times bodyweight , 
any extra being a safety factor or to cover deterioration over time. Ladder wires 
a r e generally 3mm or 4mm diameter . with a strength of 650 Kgf to 1000 Kg£ 
depending on size and construction . The end fastenings of the ladder should be 
as strong as the wire. if made correctly . The commonest two types being a 
Talurit Ferrule (Fig . 3) commercially pressed on or a Flemish splice (Fig . 3) , 
which has a ferrule solely to secure the end of the splice . 

Most ladders and wire belays have C- links to join them together. which , though 
convenient , are generally very weak . The strength is quite low, but variabl e, 
depending on what chain is used . I have heard of some opening at one body weight. 
but in this test some opened at 200 Kgf, while similar lOOking ones did not fully 
open at 500 Kgf . (F igs . .:I s. 5) . Wire belays are often made of .:Imm wire , 
(approx . 1000 Kgf) as they tend to get rougher treatment than ladders. but the 
c-links are probably only ~ to ~ of this strength . The normal use of ladders 
and belays involves loading two strands of wire more or less equally , so that 
half the load is taken on each wire (Fig . 6) . Thus a wire Sling in which 
individual C-links opened at 250 Kgf. should be good for approx . 500 Kgf. If 
you want to get the maximum strength out of the wires (e.g . fo r an SRT lntermediate 
belay over a sharp edge) do not use C-links, but fasten directly into the eye 
splice with a karabiner or maillon. Pulleys taking the safety rope are unwisely 
often attached with a wire belay and C- links (Fig . 7) . In the event of a fall , a 
force W. is produced . In order to hold the fall an equal force W2 has to be 
applied , this puts t wice the fo r ce (2 x W) on the pulley and belay wire. 
Dangerous situations may arise on r escues , where a large number of people are 
heaving on a rope going over a pulley to a stretcher which is jammed . The best 
solution is to restrict use of wire belays to ladders only . Pulleys and all 
parts of the safety rope system , where shock loads are poSsible , should be 
anchored with suitable rope or tape Slings . 

Rungs and Rung Fixings in normal use (with a boot applied over a large area 
of the rung) do not have to take more than say two times bodyweight , (e . g . some
one jumping on it) . Probably the IT.ost dangerous way to use a ladder is to point 
load a rung , by hanging a karabiner on it (Fig. 9) to abseil from . or for a 
pulley , or to back up a doubtful belay . Using a 7mm maillon rapide in the cent r e. 
the rungs bent at 1 . 5 bodyweights and broKe at 2 body weights . A karabiner in 
the centre of the rung will often Slip so that it is pulling at one end of the 
rung (Fig . 10) ; this may cause rung Slip instead of the rung breaking. 
Depending on the construction , rungs may Slip along the wire at quite variable 
figures . Some homemade ladders have had rung Slip at just over one bodyweight. 
but in other cases the fixing is so strong that the wire can break first . There 
was quite a variation within the three samples . If you must fasten onto a rung 
(e. g . when resting), it is safer to fasten around the wire and load the end of 
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the rung. Even if the rung Slips , you shou l d still be attached to the wire, 

which you would ' t be if the rung broke! 

The commonest wear point on most l adders is where the wire leaves the 

top rung. On most ladders the wire is rigidly held in the r u ng. If the 

wire is pulled outwards or inwards at a shar p angle , the load i s taken by 

the strands on one side only and large stresses a r e built up . The wire 

belay should be attached as near in line with the side wires as possible , 

to minimise this effect. Alternatively . a spreader could be used to l esson 

the angle the tails are bent through. The other r eason f o r wea r at the t op 

rung joint is metal fatigue caused by constant flexing of the wire at one 

point; unfortunately this is difficult to avoid altogether . 

I have never advocated a ladder being fastened to a beam by being threaded 

through itself (Fig . 3 & 5) unless the rung slips the tests show this to be 

quite strong. 
General advice for wire ropes : Clean afte r use, regularly i n spect, 

partiCUlarly those points which are most susceptible to wear or damage . 

As general guidance Bristol Wire ROpe Co . suggest taking a wire out of 

service when the number of broken wires over a length of ten times the 

diameter of the rope exceeds 5% of the total number of wires in t he r ope . 

Most wire in caving use haS 7 strands, with 7 wires in each st r and (7 x 7 

construction) or 19 wires in each strand (7 x 19 construction) . Thus for 4mm 

diameter wire of 7 x 7 construction (: 49 wire filaments) 10 x 4mm : 40mm 

length, there should be no more than ~ (roughly 2) broken wire fi l aments . 

(Though for 7 x 19 wire 5% = 6) . This is probably more than most people would 

tolerate without getting worried . 
As a final point to bear in mind with all gear : beware if you use anyth ing 

in a way other than for which it was designed . 

Figs. 3 - 10 . 
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Table 1 

Test Description 

1 . Pullan eye splice (Fig.3) 
a) Talurited End 

b) Flemish spliced end 
c ) Talurited end-3mm press

ure bonded ladder 

2. Pullan C- link (Fig . 4) 
a) New 5/16" High Tensile 
b) C- link (Fig.S) 
c) C-1ink (Fig.S) 5/16" Old 

3 . Wire s ling with tal uri ted 
ends fastened by C-linkS 
(Fig. 6) 

4 . a) Centre of rung loaded with 
Scaffold pole (Fig . S) 

Test Loa d 
aodyweight (aw ) 

law", 80 Kg 

8aw (640 Kg £ ) 

6aw (480 Kg£ ) 

8aW (640 Kgf ) 

Comment 

3mm wire b r oke half -way 
between r ungs . 

No visible damage . 

3mm wi re b roke nex t to 
pressur e bonded rungs . 
Spl ices seem as strong 
as the wi re as ex pected . 

3-4 BW (240 - 3 20Kgf ) 
3-4 BW (240 -320Kgf) 
3-4 BW (240 -320Kgf ) 

opened at 4 BW 
o pened at 4 BW 
Slightly opening 
wi r e b r o k e at top 7 BW (560Kg f) 

6 8W (480Kgf ) 

2 BW (I60Kgf ) 
3 aw (240 Kg£) 

r ung . 

C-links damaged by hack
saw cuts - but no visible 
d amage . 

b) Centre of rung load with 7nun 1.5 BW (1 20 Kgf) 

Be n t 
Broke 
Bent 
Br oke 
Bendi ng 
Broke 

maillon (F ig . 9) 
c ) as above (F ig. 9) 

d) Ru ng loaded in corner 
(Fig.lO) 7mm Ma illon 
Pressure bonded rung 

fixing 
e ) As above (Fig.10) 

f) Rung l oaded in corner 
(Fig . 10 ) pin and resin 
f ixing 

The Dro p Tes t 

2 BW (1 60 Kg£) 
2 BW (1 60 Kg£) 
3 BW (240 Kg£) 

3-4 BW 

5 BW (400 Kgf) 
7 BW ( 5 60 Kgf) 

6 BW (480 Kgf) 

S light movement 

Run g slip 
3nun wire broke next to rung 
Very strong fixing 
pin broke inside rung 
r ung slipped . several strands 
of wire b r oke 

If a piece o f equipment fails , it is f~r mor e likely to do so as a result 
o f a s hoc k or dynami c load than in a stat~c situation . The d r op test is thus 
a more realis tic method of testing equipme n t t han with a slowly applied force . 
a nd i s con s ide rably s impler . 

The Dro p t e st involves lifting an 8 0 kg weight (l76Ib/l2 stone 81b) by a 
p i ece of s tring to the a ppropriate height . t hen cutting the string to drop the 
we ight onto the test item (Fig. 11) . 
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knots are level 

cut st ring 

The following section explains how the test can be applied to caving 

situations . In rope literature there is a concept known as FALL FACTOR which 

is the meaSure of the severity of a fall. Fall Factor is the ratio between 

the height or length of the fall and the length of rope availabl e to hold the 

fall . Fall Factor does not depend on the length of the fall alone. 

Fall Factor (F.F.) = Length (Height) of the fall (H) =!i 
Length of rope used to hold the fall (L) L 

The energy of the falling body is proportional to the height of the fall (H), 

while the ropes capacity to absorb energy is proportional t o its length (L) . 

Thus a 2m fall onto 2m of rope should produce the same fo rces in the r ope as 

a 10m fall onto lam of rope . 
Fall Factor can vary from a up to 2 . If someone falls from next to the r ope 

belay and is held by the rope, he has fallen the full length of the rope used 

to hold the fall. This is Fall Factor l(FFl) (Fig . 12) . 

If someone has climbed 3m vertically above the rope belay and falls , he will 

fall 6m before being held by the rope . This is Fall Factor 2 (FF=2). Falling 

twice the rope length is the most severe fall possible. (Fig. 13) . 
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IMPACT FORCE or PEAK FORCE 

The Impact Force or Peak Force is the maximum force produced in the rope or 

belay system in hOlding a fall . In orde r to be safe a r ope must hold a fall 

without breaking , but must do so without causing i nternal injuries . Tests 

have shown that under the maximum Impact Force a human 

body can vithstand is 
During a fall , energy is abSorbed by the rope stretching) generally , the 

more it stretches the more energy is absorbed . Thus stretchy ropes produce low 

Impact Force values in fall situations . For example in order to receive 

U.I. A.A. (Union Internationale des Associat ions d ' Alpinisme) approval , climbing 

ropes have to hold 5 Fall Factor 2 Falls with an Impact Force be l ow 1200 Kg( , 

measured on the first fall. The problem is that Climbing ropes stretch too 

much to be suitable for SRT , however very 1mi' stretch rope could prodl.1ce 

I.1nacceptably high Impact Forces i n a fall. Thus a compromise is needed 

betveen the desirable qualities of lov(ish) stretch for normal I.1sage an d high 

stretch for energy absorption during a fall . Impact force is largely dependent 

on fall factor and rope stretch, rathe r than the length of the fall. 

Let us look at some examples of what fall factors are oroduced in cave (Figs.1 4- 1Q ) 

situations. 
" 

Fall Factors of 1(+, are likely to break the rope or produce dangerously 

high Impact forces , fortunately these situations can be avo i ded by care and 

good riggingl 
(1) The backup anchor should always be above the main anchor. 

(ii) Traverse ropes at head level make it less likely that anyone viII climb 

above them. 
(iii) Use of shared anchor points and backup belays minimises the risk of 

belay failure . 

How does the drop test ap~roach reality? 
'Marbach' Rocourt In ;Fechriiques de la Speleologie Alpine " (19BO ) using the 

drop test with a force - measl.1ring device have attempted to ascertain the 

difference between an inert maSs of BOKg and a hUman body in a harne.s . They 

concluded that the muscles and harness absorbed energy . so that the Impact forca 

vas reduced by about 30% compared to the inert mass . The amount ot energy 

absorbed by the body is more or less constant, so the efteet viII diminiSh on 

longer falls, vith a eonstant fall faeto r. Another figl.1re I have heared quoted 

is that a fall with the BOKg inert mass is equivalent to a l OOK; perSon in a 

harness , 
The Impaet Force formally depends on the fall factor . not on the length ot 

the tall. Harbaeh & Rocour t have tests to show that for shor t lengths (up to 

1.5M vith FF1 on static rope), the Impact force is reduced by "end effect" . 

This is becal.1se the rope is doubled in the loop at each end and more rope iii 

taken up in the knot. These factors together with the knot tightenin;, he lp 

to absorb the energy of the fall. The beneficial "and etfect" beeomes negligi'ble 

on lengths longer than 1.5m, when it is the (all factor that is critieal . 

Falls onto c~s tailS and ropes undergrol.1nd are often less than 1.5M. Although 

the test would be more severe with longer lengths. test lengths of r ope have 

generally been 1m long to take account of this. 

The Dro¥ Test (Fig . 11) . 
Theollowing is recommended by Harbach & Rocourt -'test the rope once a yelr , 

- starting at 2 years old for 9mm dia or less 
- .tarting at 4 yrs old for 10mm dia or less 
Teat any suspect rope whatever the age, though obviOUSly the telt e~n be uijed 

for all Borta ot equipment , 
They say take a sample ot rope 1.5m long and soak it l tie 8 tigure ot eight 

knot in each end (figure ot 9 knots for 9mm rope ) . This gives a ,.mple 1m lOng 

corresponding to underground conditions (ve found that 2.5m Of rope is needed 

to give a 1m knotted 'ample) . 
The teat rope i& fastened to the BOKg weight (beer barrel ful l Of gravel). 

The haul rope is attached to the veight by several thieknesses at Itr i n; . The 

pulley tor the haul rope is vertically above the bolt or belay point for the 

telt. As the weight is hauled up the t est Sample is fastened to the belay 

point I when the two knots are level (i .e . fall tactor 1) the string i, cue . 

Any rope which holds tvo taIls (FF1/BO Kg) unde r these conditions i8 good . 

If it only holds one, a second sample from the Same rope is tested . If this 

also hold_ one tall the rope is good. 
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Edelrid are to be commended fo r supPlying details of Impact force at 
FF l/80Kg with the latest caving rope leaflet - other manufacturers please 
do likewise . 

Cows Tails (Safety Sling) . 
I n F 1g . 19 1£ can be seen that Fall Factor 1 can be exceeded and even Fall 

Factor 2 reached if clipped into a bolt . This is probably the most dangerous 
situation a caver could find himself in - although people are warned against 
getting into s ituation s exceedin g FFI. Marbach & Rocourt make a telling 
comment saying it is a good job there are no laces in cavers' wellies. other
wise no doubt laces would be used for cows tailS ! 

FFl/80Kg Drop tests were done on a variety of materials commonly used 
for cowstails (see Table 2) . 

TABLE 2 fF1/BoK Dr T t S 02 .8 00 e ow. T '1 .,. 
uoted strengt No of 

Descri ntion Condi tion A.e hen now falls held 

1. 9m Climbing r ope - ov@rhand knots good 2yrs , 3 

2 . 10mm Superbraidline " " good 2yre 2:125 Kg 2 

3. 
8.5mm Bluewater Fig 8 knots good 2yr s , 2 

4. 8 .. Polyester Footloop overhand knot good 2yrs , 0 

5 . "om PiE " " " Now ? 2 

6. 15mm superb1ue nylon tape " good 1-2y 1300kg O\5test&l 

7. 15mm " " stitched V. good 6 mt 1}OOkg 0 

8. " " " overhand knot Now 1300Kg (i)2 (ii)3 

9. " " " stitched Now - 5 

10 . " " "knotted as sling good 6mth 1300Kg 2 

11 . 25mm Polyester tape overhand knot good 2yrs 1500Kg e (2 t est~ 

12 . " " " overhand knot now 1500Kg 0 

13. " " " stitched new 1500Kg 0 

14. " " knotted as a sling almo::; 
new 

1500Kg 2 

Observations . 
The ropes in Nos. 1 - 3 seemed reasonable. 
The footloop safety rope in a "Frog" system is always above the chest ascender , 

so on l y s mall fall factors s h ould be possible. The material for these is less 
crit i cal than for cowstails - 7 or 8 mm rope is suitable . 

A t ape knot causes a loss of approximately 50% of the strength compared to 
the quoted figure . A Sling is double thickness (tests 10 & 14) but knotted . so 
should be around the quoted strength of the unknotted tape . 

In tests 11 - 13 a l l the 25mm pOlyester cows tails broke, even the new stitched 
one. The 15mm superbl ue tape broke in tests 6 and 7, even the 6 month old 
stitched one . However, the new knotted (test 8) and stitched (test 9) held 
several fallS . The reason for the new nylon hOlding falls while the stronger 
new polyester broke , is presumably because of the higher impact force generated 
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in the lower stretch polyester. More disturbing , however, is that there appears 
to be quite a difference between new tape which is sat i sfactory and tape even 
6 months old (test 7). The reasons fo r this are not clear . but wa rrant further 
investigation. 

In tape all the l oad-bearing fibres a re exposed , unlike ropes whic h have a 
protective sheath. 

Conclusion . 
The best material fo r cowstails is Climbing r ope to U.I .A . A. standard , as 

this will ho l d the fall and have a l ow impact fo r ce . Tapes , s tatic mountain 
ee r ing ropes (general l y sold off reels up to 8mm d iameter ) a nd S RT ropes are 
generally low stretch and will not break if sufficiently st r ong , but will 
produce impact forces far higher th an the climbing r ope . Ma rbach & Rocou r t 
have tests with force measurements and recommend 9 - 10mm dynamic rope , because 
thinner ropes wear quickly , even i f satiSfactory when new . S imilarly thick tape 
though strong enough , produces high impact forces. Finally it shoul d be noted 
that though these tests were done at Fall Factor 1. more severe falls are 
possible , though hopefully avoidable . 

ROPES 

FFI/BOkg drop tests were carried out on r o pes to check their safety . All 
SRT r opes aged 4 - 5 years held one fall, with the exception of Marlow lOmm 
16 plait matt polyester which a lways failed . This r ope should be withdrawn 
from use , or only used where no possibility of a shock load exists . 

Tests on 2-5 year old 12mm multifi l ament and staple-spun polypropylene ropes 
(quoted strength when new 2030kg) occasional l y held 1 fa ll , but mostly fai led 
on the first drop . After having discarded a 2~ year o l d rope which looked in 
good condition , fUrther tests were done on lengths taken from the middle of the 
rope. Some of these Samples held 2 or 3 fallS , whereas the end o f the rope 
would not hold 1 fall . Although little work haS been done on this subject - it 
is reassuring to think that the end of the tope-taken for the no rmal test , is 
the weakest part. If this is true , then if the end of the rope i s good, the 
middle is probably better . 

Because so many of the used ropes failed . sampl es of new rope were tested 
at FFI/BOKg . The new 12mm staple-spun polypropylene held 16 falls and the new 
l2mm multifilament polypropylene held 26 Fall s . Again fu rther invest ig a tion 
is necessary to establish why there is such a large differenece between new 
and say 2~ year old rope in super ficia lly good condition. 

Conclusion . 
The drop test is a good check on a rope ' s condition . as some r ope which 

failS the test looks quite good . 

DROP TESTS ON HARDWARE 

7mm Maillon Rapides . 
People often worry about a rope failing by bending over a small radius and 

sometimes use plastic thimbles to increase the radius. Our tests showed that 
the rope will always break at the knot rather than over the 7mm maillon ; so 
7mm Haillons are quite Safe without thimbles . 

The strength of a particular knot as a percentage of the unkno tted r o pe 
varies with the rope thickness , rope stretch , and flexibility etc. We tested 
a 9mm flexible Climbing rope, a 12mm stiff low stretch r ope and 9mm s tiff low 
stretch rope at Fall Factor Z/BOKg and in each case the r ope broke at the knot . 

Han~ers. 
llmlted number of tests were done with hangers. 

A Petzl twisted hanger held a fal l factor 1 fal l /BOKg with a low s tretch rope . 
which should have produced high impact fo r ces . The r ope broke a t the knot . 
Similarly tests on the new bollard karabiner-less belays he ld Fall fac tor 2 
falls , with Blue water rope breaking at the knot. 

Wire belays. 
lOOOKg Wlre belays and a Sling of lOOOKg wire. broke with a Fall Factor 

I/BOKg Fall - presumably the tiny amount of stretch produced very high Impact 
forces . 
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Ascenders and Descenders. 
We have not tes t ed these , partly because of the cost , but also because 

we hope to get some force measuring device built into the drop test. Marbach 
& Rocourt have limited tests and suggest that a Petzl descender locked off, 
is good for FFI/80Kg , but will disintegrate at FF2/80Kg. In a severe fall, 
spiked cam ascenders are likely to cut through the sheath of the rope, if not 
the core as well. The moral of this is - try not to have any sort of a fall 
onto ascenders . 
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SOLO-CAVING 

Dave Elliot 

ABSTRACT 

Mode~n equipment and techniques make solo exploration of all but the deepest caves 

a possibility for the skilled caver . General motivation and safety p~ecautions a r e 

discussed and some common sense solutions to practical problems suggested. 

There are certain qUestions ~hich al~ays arise ~henever solo- caving i s 

discussed: firstly . " isn't it danger ous?" ; secondly . " ~hat if you have a n 

accident?" and thirdly . "~hy go solo- caving at all ~hen ther e a r e p l e n ty of 

other cavers about? ". Perhaps the best way of dealin g with questions such 

as these is to simply ignore them and get on wi t h it . Caving is a diver se 

activity where each caver takes part according to his own motivation in 

whatever discipline or aspect of it that appea l s to him . There a r e as man y 

variations as there are individual cavers , ranging from the l eading hardmen 

of the time , to those that dig up old bones or catch bats , all fOllowing 

their own particular philosophy and appr oval from other S is not required . 

However. we can try and at least partly deal with these questions , and in 

passing touch on some of the modern teChniques and equipmen t that nowadays 

make solo- caving a far better prOpOsition than it h as ever been . 

Firstly. " isn't it dangerous?" the answer to which is simply " no" . As 

far as I ' m aware there is no evidence at all to suggest tha t a Sol o - caver 

is more likely to have an accident . In fact there is good r eason to 

suppose that someone caving alone wou l d take a great deal more care of 

himself than he otherwise might in a group . Fu r ther . e x perience of caving 

with groups suggests that ideally we should al l be solo- cavers , by which I 

mean completely self-contained as caver s regardless of ~hether we cave alone 

or not . Social fabrications such as "Team spirit·· and " Group effort" have 

the net effect of weakening self-reliance . which in fact is a caver's only 

real safeguard. To be blunt about it l if your mates are not Safe under 

ground without you to look after them , then they need to think very 

seriOUSly about what they are doing there in the first place, and you need 

to think t~ice about being with them . SOlo- cavi ng doubtless involves 

additional hazard , although the actual physical dangers are no greater and 

in fact may even be lessened for somebody caving alone . Increased speed is 

perhaps the greatest safety factor . but there are others . For example , 

there is nobody above to diSlodge rocks that may damage you or the rope , 

and even a badly rigged rope is unlikely to abrade through with jist one 

man climbing it. The real hazard lies in the more serious outcome of even 

a fairly minor accident ~hen help is not readily available . 

This leads directly to the second question , " what if you have an 

accident?" This is obviously a valid criticism of SOloing , although i n 

fact your chances of actually surviving the accident are little d ifferen t 

whether you are alone or not . It is the consequenceS of such an acciden t 

that are likely to be more serious for a solo-caver . For instance . a 

slightly injured caver with, say . a broken Wrist . could be helped ou t of a 

cave by a few mates with little diffiCUlty , ~here a lone caver might 

experience considerable trouble in getting himself out . Or take a nother 

situation where the incident results from b r oken tackl e o n a pitch , even 

if the caver escapes serious injury , he probably has no means of re- r igging 

the pitch and can consider himself stuck . The r e are ve r y many such 

situations possible, some that may be mitigated to an exten t by fore 

thought and lots that may not . But always , simply because a lone caver 

cannot send for help immediately it is required , the r e wil l be a longer 

delay before any such help arrives , which in itself is bad news . Basicall y 

all you can do about this sort of thing is to evaluate all the disadvantages . 

against whatever it is you get out of SOlo- caving and decide wheth er to 

accept the additional risk or not . It ' s purely a personal thing , nobody 

will ever make you go caving alone if you don ' t want to . 

On the other hand, it is possible to counter these ill effects to some 

extent by carrying sufficient equipment to survive an enforced delay (that 
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is, reserve lighting , food and a light-weight survival bag) and by making 
careful contingency arrangements with somebody competent on the surface 
about what action to take if indeed you are not out at a pre-arranged time. 
only in extreme cases need these arrangements include full scale rescue 
call-outs . Rescue teams are made up of ordinary cavers: they have no magic 
wand to wave , consequently there is no reaSon at all why a couple of handy 
lads should not rescue their own mate, causing the minimum amount of fuss 
and only resort to the organised rescue teams where specialised skills or 
equipment are required. No rescue team worth its salt will object to 
attending an incident where specialist help is needed, this is the whole 
point of a rescue team , but if your normal caving mates are incapable of 
effecting a simple sel f-help rescue then you are caving with the wrong blokes . 
Solo- cavers have in the past been labelled as irresponsible and not deserving 
the benefit of rescue services , but hopefully such narrow-minded attitudes 
will not survive the more widespread acceptance of minority interests. The 
plain fact of the matter is that there is no difference at all , either 
practically or ethically , between rescuing a Solo-caver or a member of a 
" responsible" larger group . Both situations are best avoided altogether. 

Third question : " how do you justify solo-caving when there are so many 
other cavers about?" The simple answer is don't bother . By its very nature 
there is no need to justify solo-caving to anyone apart from yourself. If 
you like caving alone for whatever reason, then go caving alone, and you need 
not accept criticism from anybody simply b ecause their interest in caving is 
a little different from you r s . 

Every walk of life has its share of athletes and record breakers, and 
because caving ultimately has its roots in physical exploration, there is 
inevitably a Slight bias towards the longest, deepest, or most difficult. 
There is also a profound solitude to be found in caves , which affords total 
escape from the everyday pressures of modern life . It is a harsh, alien, 
environment , but one in which wide experience cultures a perception of rare 
peace and beauty in some individuals , where others find only discomfort and 
hardShip . We all have our own view of such matters, but my own attitude is 
not to arbitrarily label SOlo- caving as a means of making the Same old trips 
harder, more dangerous , and therefore more exciting. For one thing I don't 
reckOn it does, and in any case like many a tired, old caver, I ' ve never seen 
much future in getting undUly frightened or knackered, so as 600n as these 
situations arise I tend to give over. But doubtless plenty of others see it 
differently and that's entirely their problem . 

Obviously , solo-caving demands that you look after yourself, and this 
process begins long before you go anywhere near a cave, with training in the 
necessary skills and the choice of suitable gear for the job. No special 
equipment has so far been developed for SOlo-caving. Sadly there are no 
items of powerful magic by which we can effortlessly transport ourselves into 
dark and secret places . We must therefore simply choose the best protective 
Clothing, rope climbing equipment and techniques available. The days of 
stumbling around in rags and tatters by the feeble glimmer of an ancient 
miner's lamp are fortunately long gone . Specialised gear is now easily 
available and good equipment is a major step towards being safe and 
corr~ortable in what is after all a fairly hostile environment. Reliable 
lighting is obviOUSly of great importance, cavers are no better adapted to 
seeing in the dark than flying . Each and every caver, solo or not, needs 
three separate sources of light - a main light, a standby light, and an 
emergency light . 

For solo-caving , competent use of SRT is essential for the vertical bits. 
and although the finer points of what particular climbing system or which 
hardware to choose, is not appropriate here, bear firmly in rndnd that what
ever gear is used, sooner or later for one reason or another, it will fail. 
For example, in a rig using only two jammers failure of one is a bit serious, 
so there is a great deal to be Said for the obvious precaution of incorporat
ing a third jammer into the rig, or at least carrying a spare, Practised 
familiarity with methods of improvising equipment in an emergency is also 
particularly valuable training (Elliot, 1982). 

Even conventional Single Rope Techniques enable a lone caver to carry 
sufficient gear for any of the deeper caves in this con try without undue 
diffiCUlty , Here the use of lightweight 8 or 9mm dia . ropes, and belays 
without karabiners (CAT, Bollard, etc) make this even more of a possibility . 
Another option is use of the " Cord technique" (Elliot, 1981) where all the 
tackle needed for a given cave is a rope equal to the longest pitch, a 
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selection of lightweight belays, and sufficient thin cord ( a pprox. double 
the total length of pitches) . 

There are perfectly straight-forward techniques that make possible sol o
photography, survey ( Marbach & Rocourt, 1980) o r aid - c limbing (Barber , 
1982) , and vhere necessary it is possible to bivouac underground comfortably 
with comparatively little equipmen t (Harbach & Rocour t, 1980). Yet another 
possibility is cave- diving (Farr, 1980) . With modern high-pressure a ir 
cylinders and compact equipment. certain unique trips beyond floode d sections 
of cave can be made by a singl e diver carrying his own gear . Britis h cave
divers often dive alone . 

In summary - SOlo- cavin g is not for e veryone , as a minimu m it requires 
sound jUdgment . wide experience of the factors invol ved undergr ound and 
complete self-reliance . It is nevertheless cer tain that SOlo- caving v i ll 
become commonplace over the next few year s as lightweight equipment a nd 
fail-safe techniques are developed. Con sider that even with current equipment 
and conventional techniques . it is pe rfect l y feasibl e for a s ing l e c a ver to 
safely explore any cave in the U.K. within a f ew hour s . Provided only that 
somewhere along the line he has picked up the basic skills of his c r aft , and 
of course wants to do so .... 

Barber, G. 1982 . 
Elliott , O . 1981. 
Elliott, D . 1982. 
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S . R. T . ACCIDENTS AND INCI DENTS 
J . Fo rder 

The presen t a r ticl e is a follow- u p t o one published in the B.C.R . A . 
Transact l o ns, Vol.4 , No . 3 , August 1977 , in which 32 incidents - the yord is 
used advisedl y - we r e ex amined . Of these , 19 related to prusiking. 13 to 
abseiling - on the face of i t somewhat sur prising , insofar as abseiling is 
p r obably mor e dange r ous and is a more f r equently used technique . Thus , one 
can go out of con t r ol ; a b seil off t h e end of a rope ; put ones descender on 
wron g l y , no t to men t i on t h e possib ility of equipment failure . While prusiking , 
i t i s i mposs i ble to go out of cont r ol (unless , of course , one ' s jammers pack 
u p and one slides back down : ) ; impossib le to prusik off the (top) end of a 
r ope ; wh ile i f you pu t your devices o n wrongly , you probably wou l dn ' t get off 
t h e g r oun d anyway . This apparent enigma is r esol ved by a consideration of the 
difficultie s of the t wo techniques . To a certain , though limited , extent , " any 
fool can abseil", but prusiking i s a far more complicated affair . and contains 
more traps for the unwa r y . Al so , the very fact that one is bouncing on the 
rope ",hile going up . for a much l onge r time than one is sliding smoothly (?) 
down , prov i des more scope for gr oss fai. l ure of the r ope through abrasion . 

I have adopt ed t h e same pOlicy i n this article as in the previous one - i . e. 
describing individual incidents , as o p posed to attempting to categorize them 
statistical ly - many , in fact , a r e of a miscellaneous nature and not easily 
pigeon -ho l ed . 

In my previous article I considered fi r st the possibility of equipmen t 
fai l ure, poin t ing out t hat in most such cases, failure occurs as a resu l t of 
misuse o r i ncompetence . Th e most frightening possibility is, of course , the 
ro pe breaking , a n d I quoted four cases of this having happened. Encouragingly 
e nough , no new cases of this occurr ing in the past four years have come to my 
notice . 

In similar vein , I have come acr oss one new case to parallel that of the 
" Dale Head Incident" when the sheath of a rope broke . Unfortunately , I do not 
have the full details , but it appears that the Same thing happened to someone 
in Sell Gill Hole - presumably on the big pitch, as it seems unlikey that the 
shor t pitches would cause enough abrasion - and the sheath, along with the 
pr usikin g devices . started r u nning down the core till brought up against the 
knot in the bottom of the rope . 

Failure of the mai n belay is , of course , just as nasty as rope-failur e and , 
I should say, ther e is even less excuse for it. Previously, I quoted three cases 
of this happening , and have come up with another three. Two of these appear to 
have been quite straight-forwar d ; in the first, a caver fell 50 ft to his death 
in Pumpkin Cave , TexaS , when the iron stake used as a belay broke . The second 
occurred at Echo Aven in Lancaster Hole , the only injury this time being a 
badly- bruised shoulder . The thi r d such incident involved a much more complicated 
affair in Tumbl ing Rock Cave, Al abama, in 1975 , when cavers were trying to scale 
an aven called the Topless pit . The gist of the story seems to be that the team 
were pulling out for the day , havi ng reached a height of 360 ft (which obviOUSly 
suggests they we r e quite an experienced group) and the accident occur red when 
Someon e ha d just passed a led ge 174 ft above the floor . The line from that ledge 
was fasten e d to a " karabiner chock", bacKed up .... ith a hexcentric nut . The cav er 
ab sei l ed off the l edge and as s h e did so , pulled out the belay and its back- up. 
The rope was a l so tied off a t a lowe r ledge - at 134 ft , where her friend awaited 
her - a n d . fo r tunately , her fal l was arrested , thou gh she banged her head against 
t he wall . She regained consciousness to find herself hanging upside down from a 
b e n t racK in a wate r fall , about 20 ft from the ledge . Her friend helped her to 
t he ledge , and s h e was evacuated from the cave some 9 hours later by a r escue 
team - as far as I am awa r e , s he made a full recovery . 

So , unless you ' ve got a bomb- p r oof belay , always back up your anchor point 
with another one j and , if you use these fancy climbing nuts , remember that they 
wo r k very we l l if they're properly placed , but it is very easy to put them in a 
c r ack which a ppears to be safe enough . but which may not be, if stressed from a 
f unny a n gl e. 

Failure of eq uipment other t h an the rope can and does occur. For example , in 
Ma r ch, 1978 , a caver fell about 20 ft and broke his ankle on the 90 ft pitch in 
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Marble Steps Pot , when the karabiner fastening his rack came undone . The 
reasons for this are not altogether clear , but a contributory factor was, no 
doubt , the fact that he was using a non - screw-gate karabiner . At least two 
frighteningly near misses have occurred when cavers ' racks failed. Again , 
without full details of the incidents concerned it is not possible to ascribe 
a cause unequivocally - but at least one of the racks was home-made . This one 
failed on a 60 m pit in the Grotte Emilio Comici , when the sides somehow 
contrived to splay apart - in this case , the caver was able to grab the l adder 
(as they were self-lining) and save himself. The other incident occu rred on 
the 180 ft pit in Black Shiver Pot , when the bottom loop of the r ack unwrapped 
itself as he set off down. It seems that he saved himself by grabbing the rope 
and putting a Jumar on ...... and then reverse prusiking to the bottom ( : ) . 

I have come across the odd incidence of Jumars failing under load; without 
knowing the full history of the equipment in question, it is impossible to 
ascribe a cause to such failure - it may be , for example , that the gea r in 
question had previOUSly been dropped down a pitch a nd had sustained one or more 
fractures. A bit of light relief is provided by the first such incident . when 
a caver was practicing his prusiking teChnique through a hole from his bathroom 
to the loft above. He fell into the bath when his ascender failed : 

Another incident which had far more potential for disaster occurred when an 
American caver had got 15 ft from the top of aIDS ft pit , where he noticed a 
crack - alleged to be 1 inch wide - in the brace of his Juma r . He very slowly 
and carefully fastened on a prusik loop and got out safely . 

In addition to one ' s mechanical bits and pieces , there is alSO the question 
of tapes, Slings, harnesses and cords. Abrasion of such articles can easily 
occur, for example a caver found himself rather surprised and alarmed - but in no 
real difficulty or danger - when a fairly new piece of half-inch tape fastening 
his ankle " rope-walker" snapped. Similarly , a caver prusiking out of Alum Pot 
by the Mitchell method (see R.R.C.P.C . journal , No . 7 
had a rather desperate struggle when the fixing of his chest box came undone . 
He had to hang on with one hand while fixing a spare ascender with his other . 
As he himself points out. he would have had no problem if he had had a safety 
Sling from his harness to his top Jumar . 

A sad example of the failure of a connecting cord happened in Rio Camuy Cave 
(Puerto Rico) when an "experienced vertical caver" fel l 23 m in a 50 m pit -
and died three hours later . The case has one odd aspect, in that the bottom 
Jumar (of the Mitchell System) was off the rope ; the suggested explanation is 
that - because the rope was wet and muddy , he had removed his Jumar to clean 
the cam, and by bad luck the cord (polypropylene ski rope) to his top Juma r 
snapped at a point where it had abraded in his chest- box . 

Very few people in Britain seem to use Prusik knots as a routine technique , 
but knots appear to still be quite popular in the United States . A case of 
knot-failure which, in retrospect, has an amusing aspect , occurred when an 
American had climbed 30 ft up a 220 ft shaft on a 3-knot system . His seat knot 
broke , and he flipped upside-down to be held by the " chicken loops" round his 
ankles . Totally unable to help himself, he hung there upside down till his mates 
at the top fastened on another length of rope and lowered him head fi rst to the 
bottom. 

A mistake that is easily made is to ram a Jammer hard against a knot (or 
anything else) in such a way that it is impossible to release it . There was, 
for example, the caver who was rope-walking out of the rather constricted 
entrance pit in Bar Pot when his chest-ascender got jammed against a chock
stone . It seems that he was unable to get any higher because the rope was too 
tight. and was unable to go back down because he could not raise the ascende r 
sufficiently to unlatch the cam . There was no - one at the top , nor could 
anyone get past owing to the constricted nature of the pitch- head . For two 
hours he struggled. eventually cutting his chest harness - but (inexplicably) 
to no avail. At last. he freed himself by the rather drastic measure of cutting 
the rope above him - only possible in a place like Bar Pot that is narrow , a nd 
well endowed with ledges to allow one to scramble to safety . 

There have been a surprising number of "near misses" inVOlving racKs threaded 
back-to-front. I was on a trip down Juniper Gulf when the person in front 
suddenly pulled himself up and out of the top of the 80 ft pit , just as he was 
about to set off down. He had realised. just in time , that his rack was back 
to front ; fortunately, the top of the pit is rather narrow, and he was 
clinging on to a flake as he pUShed his way down. I have heard of similar 
incidents in Rowten Pot where "strong arms and a cool head averted a tragedy" , 
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a n d Gaping Gill itself , where somebody almost went over the lip with a rack on 
back-to-front . 

Cl osely associated with S.R.T . is the use of !' abbing" in , and self-lifelining 
up on a l adder - a system which holds traps for the unwary , the most lethal being 
the use of a " safety" januner fastened to one ' s belt only. If you simply fall 
off a ladde r you may escape with a few uncomfortable moments; if, however, you 
swing away from the ladder (or , indeed , the ladder breakS) you could be in serious 
t r oubl e . A sad example of this occurred in the Scialet de l'Appel , in the 
Vercors , when a young caver was self-lining up a mere 5 m pitch. He fell off 
the l adder and hung by his belt . unfortunately, the ladder had been rigged at an 
a ngle to avoid a waterfal l (the cave being in flood) and he eventually drowned 
wh i le hanging under the waterfal l. An equally sad accident whose details are not 
at a ll c l ear , involved two boys who went down Dead Deer Cave in Texas. The 
owners of the cave decided , on impulse , to check out the cave for trespassers, 
find i ng equipment near the entrance . Being quite used to this, they were not 
unduly Worried , but later that night they found the equipment still there, So 
they contacted local cavers, who descended the hole to find a gruesome sight -
one 16 year old lying injured in a pool of water , and another hanging dead in a 
tangled mass of rope . Gross inexperience seems to have been the chief factor 
in this accident . 

Needless to say, there have been cases of people abseiling down and being 
unabl e to prusik out . For example , a youth on his second trip - Rowten Pot in 
flood - waS unable to prusik back out owing to incipient exposure and general 
lack of expertise in the Mitchell-type method employed. He was pulled out by 
the C . R . O. in a "routine" rescue . 

Going out of control while abseiling accounted for four of the incidents in 
the previous article . and two of the present ones . One fatality occurred in 
Wheal Jane Mine in Cornwall , but no details are available. The other, quoted 
by Brew in " Caves and Caving" involved a caver in an 
unspecified pot who bungled a change-over from ascending to descending , as a 
result of which a fast abseil/free fall ensued for 50 ft, the unfortunate 
individual receiving severe bruising . 

No doubt many "near misses" go unreported , the people concerned learning 
from the experience . Perhaps if such incidents were reported somewhere, other 
people might learn as well? For instance. there waS the caver whose ropes 
jammed up in his cams when prusiking Rowten Pot; he abseiled baCk down, and 
re-rigged his system with tape - which also jammed up, and caused him severe 
problems which he overcame unaided . 

A climber using the Frog System at Malham Cove discovered an increasingly 
large amount of what appeared to be iron filings accumulating in the folds of 
his cagoule . A steel karabiner connected to an alloy karabiner had worn a deep 
g r oove right through the barrel and quarter way through the latch of the latter. 

Then there was the team who abseiled into Turbary Pot. under the impression 
t hat it was Swinsto Hole; having pulled their rope down after them , they 
found themselves confronted by a choke ! 

Clearly , it is neither possible nor desirable to eliminate entirely the 
dangers of caving ; nevertheless , it is probable that most cavers would agree 
that there is a difference between stupid risks and calculated risks , and that 
the former should be cut out . 

There are , indeed. many possibilities for error when using Single Rope 
Techniques , most of which can be eliminated by practise and care. The most 
obvious thing is to sort out one ' s basic going-down and coming-back-up techniques -
a point so obvious , in fact , that it is sometimes overlooked. 

Practise on the surface , in a tree or on a crag , is not difficult to organise, 
a n d can be used to sort out a proficient prusiking system that fits one's 
personal requirements . In particular one can ensure that whatever system is 
used , one is not attached to the rope by a single jammer, so that one doesn't 
end up hanging upside- down (or not hanging at all ! ) in the event of failure of 
one escender. Proficiency in the use of one's gear includes carrying out 
chan ge-over manoevres (down-to-up and up-to-down) ; knot crossing; p~ssing 
r e-bel ay points, etc. Thinking about what can go wrong may well prov1de the 
means to overcome problems , while it is common sense to tryout one ' s techniques 
in easy (dry?) caves before tacklin g deeper , wetter ones. The final point - and 
one of the most difficult - is to rig pitches properly , in such a way as to avoid 
any chance of abrasion . 

With care and practice, S.R.T. provides far more fun than ropes and ladders -
wh ich is. arguably, what it ' s all about . 

(presented at the Buxton SRT symposium, 1980). 
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NoteS on survey equipment 

(1) The 100 Getre tape was qenerally found to be too clumsy. A 50 metre tape would have 
been ideal. 

(2) Paper Knives were included for . harpeninq wooden penci l s underqround, the use ot 
clutch pencils made these knives superfluous. 

(3) These were not used as the parallel motion slide and graph paper made them redundant. 
(4) Liable to breakaqe in rucksacks in transi ~ to sub camps. Six 180 deqre. protractors 

should have been included f or s ub-camp work. 
15) These were only used once. 
(6) These .had sealabl e ends and were used for storing paper and surveys . They were very useful. 

Fig.4. 

Base- camp enlarger. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY - Jerry Wooldridge F.R . P . S. 

CARE OF EQUIPMENT 
The environment of the tropical r ain forest is one which is not suited to 

delicate photographic equipment or films . Airtight containers are essential for 
sto~in9 both film and cameras . Film will quickly absorb moisture £rom the very 
huml~ a tmos phere a nd may then easily jam in the camera . 35 rom cameras are 
particularly prone to this problem because the film needs to be wowld back into 
th~ casse tte, the fi lm will a lso easily scratch if at all damp and may well 
S~ick to i t self, in which case it will probably be useless . Black and white 
fl l ms scem muc h more subject to these problems than colour films, probably because 
the latter are designed for much higher processing temperatures . Roll film 
cameras using 120 films are less troubled in thi s respect for sever al reasons, 
the film does not require rewinding, it has a paper back, so scratching and 
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